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Conflict between parents and their 
children left four youngsters homeless 
in Sidney last month — which is why 
Camille Martin is appealing to people 
in the community to provide tem­
porary shelter for those in crisis 
situations.
Martin, co-ordinator of youth 
programs at STAG, says ac­
commodation wouldn’t be needed for 
very long. “Only until things have 
been sorted out at home,’’ she says. 
“Both parents and youngsters often 
just need a period of respite from each 
other.”
The problem lies with young people 
aged 17-19 years, she says. Up to 17 
years, foster homes are provided for 
homeless youngsters, and from 19 
years up social assistance is available.
“But there’s a gap in service for 
those aged between 17 and 19,’ 
Martin says.
In the four cases she cited, all 
youngsters came from well-to-do 
homes where there were no financial 
problems. But the families were e.x- 
periencing crisis and it resulted in four 
young adults on the street with 
nowhere to ■ go and no facilities or 
financial support for them. -
Ironically, if a youngster breaks,the 
law — steals a car, for example — he 
• can get\help/right a^ay from human^ 
resources, Maftiri;says. /
“That’s because he’s '“into the 1 
systerrt, ; a system which says this 
person is at risk, society has to be 
protected and we have to get help for 
this kid,” Martin says.
Why do parents and children fall 
^out?
A spokesman for the Peninsula 
Community Association says young 
people are being told “by a lot of the 
world that they’re adults and can do 
adult things. But parents aren’t 
prepared to lei go.”
And as far as being a parent is 
concerned, the less prepared one is the 
worse one will mess it up, says the 
spokesman.
“Parents tell their kids ‘Why don’t 
you grow up?’ and then they tell them 
they're not old enough to make 
decisions,” Martin says.'
If given the opportunity, the 
majority of kids make good decisions, 
Martin says, and suggests that when 
youngsters make poor decisions and 
fall down they just have to be picked 
up again.
The association spokesman says 
young adults have to practice being an 
adult and making their own decisions 
and “every opportunity they have is 
good.”
Tliosc people who would like to 
volunteer shelter on a temporary basis 
should phone Marlin at 6.Sh-()3l‘i. 
Unfortunately, she says, there is no 
payment for the help because I here au 
no funds.
Martin would like to see the com­
munity assoeiaiion gel funding for a 
pilot project that would provide a 
itottse to acconunodatc youngsters on 
a short-term basis, as an emergency 
hostel, ,
“We eillier need funds to pay for 
tills kind of privately-run Itomc or wc 
need filnds to pay people wlto 
volunteer their own homes,” Martin 
says. ■ ; ' ■
A bewildered RCMF Cpl. Tom Hodgson takes closer look at 20-ton crane which flipped on side
An improved bus service to all parts 
of the Saanich Peninsula and including a 
more direct and faster route from 
Sidney to downtown Victoria is in the 
works.
The Urban Transit Authority has 
presented the Capital Regional District 
with a report that also calls for three 
separate “feeder” or subsidiary routes 
servicing North Saanich, Brentwood 
Bay, and Cordova Bay areas that will 
link with the direct bus route.
In all, the new service should provide 
about two or three times as much 
carrying capacity, CRD transit planner 
Dave Langley said Monday.
However, he cautioned there will 
probably not be a tremendous increa.se 
in the frequency of the service. Langley 
said the new service will probably run on 
an hourly basis and perhaps every half- 
hour at peak times.
Langley added the report is only a 
“summary” right now, and UTA staff 
are currently working on the details of 
the new system.
“We’ll have a much better idea in 
about a month,” he said.
Langley said the report “envisages a 
trunk service that will basically run from 
Swartz Bay with stops at Sidney, 
Saanichton, and Royal Oak” before 
connecting with the bus service into 
downtown.
“Instead of the rather -torturous 
routes” that are in place now, said 
Langley, the new service w’ould be more 
direct.
Though the routes still have to be 
worked out by UTA staff, Langley said 
it is not likely the new service will run 
down the Pat Bay Highway for much of 
' its.route.-,:'/:-/:.:" i
Instead, it will probably run from 
; Sidney to Saanichton by going along 
Lochside to McTavish, across the high­
way to East Saanich Road and perhaps 
onto the Pat Bay Highway further down 
toward Royal Oak; v
I The other part of the plan calls for 
three “feeder’’; services said Langley
He .said the North Saanich service, 
including Deep Cove-Ardmorc area will 
hook into Sidney, svhilc the Brentwood- 
Kcating Crossroad feeder service will 
link with the Saanichton stop. The 
Cordova Bay line will then link with the 
Royal Oak stop.
This is the most difficult part of the 
system to organize, said Langley, 
because of the less dense population in 
these areas.
The UTA is working right now to see 
how these loops can be worked into the 
overall system with proper liming. 
“There is quite a bit of tricky routing 
and timing,” he said. “You don’t want 
to have the bus arrive five minutes after 
the other has left.”
Meanwhile, Mayor Norma Sealey, 
chairman of the CRD transit committee, 
said she plans to have a meeting with 
Sidney council, several members of




A former employee of Central 
Saanich said today he may seek 
$200,000 damages from the 
municipality, claiming Wrongful 
dismissal.
Wolfgang Fischer, former Central 
Saanich recreation co-ordinator, said he 
will have more to say after he .speaks to 
-his lawyer;/'/'■ ’/:"■/':■ ;'/'■'://i'/./ i/'
■ He was fired Tuesday by T?entral 
Saanich council and received one month 
pay in lieu of/notice./ The; order/ was /
/ given after an in-camera meeting.
'/ George /;MacFarlane, / actihg-mayor, 
said/ ‘‘1 have/nothing to say at/ all,// 
except he’s (Fischer) no longer an 
employee of the municipality.”
By R ON NORMA N
Three Sidney men , working on 
Fishermen’s Wharf escaped without 
injury after a near-fatal accident Friday 
morning in which a 20-ton crane turned 
on its side and nearly toppled into 
Tsehum Harbor.
Two of the men — Alan Dickinson, 
33 and Don Hopewell, 26, employees of 
Van Isle Marina, — were shaken by the 
mishap, but appeared in good shape 
otherwise.
The third man — driver of the crane 
— was identified by Dickinson as Ted 
Hopkins, an employee of Philbrooks 
Shipyards Ltd. of Sidney—- though a 
company spokesman later refused to 
confirm this.
Hopkins was taken back to
Philbrooks office on Harbour Road 
immediately following the accident, and 
was reported in good condition./
The accident occurred when the crane
— rented by Van Isle Marina from 
Philbrooks — was attempting to load a 
stack of lumber from a truck on the 
wharf roadway onto a barge tied directly 
below.
Eyewitnesses said the crane simply 
lifted up off the ground on one side as it 
attempted to lower the lumber onto the 
barge below.
It then turned completely on its side
— “almost in slow motion”, .said one 
observer — and its boom came crashing 
down into the water less than a foot 
from the end of the barge.
A small runabout owned by Van Isle , 
Marina was crushed as the boom fell
and settled in aboutl 2-feet of water.
/ Both/Dickinson —^ / manager of Van 
Isle Marina — and Hopewell- were on 
the barge waiting to direct the load of 
lumber into position.
Dickinson said he did not realize the 
crane had turned on its side and did not 
hear the warning yells from other people 
on the dock.
However, he turned and saw the crane 
hovering above him, and quickly dove 
into the water, grabbing onto a wooden 
plank thrown him by a bystander.
Hopewell was on the other side of the 
barge and simply climbed up the railing 
onto wharf roadway.
Driver Hopkins planted his feet firmly 
on the glass windshield which was now
Continued on Page 3
it
Peninsula residents shuuldirt have to 
drive to Victoria to have their babies, 
say local aldermen— not only is 
inconvenient, it's dangerotis.
This is a prime example of putting all 
our eggs in one btiskel,” Central 
Saanich ulderinan Dick Sharpe said 
Monday, “And I have an uneasy feeling 
this is only the tip of the iceberg.”
Sharpe su.spects ainolgamaiiun of 
hospiiiils services at Helmcken Road site 
“under that bureaucratic” terilr that it is 
going lobe more 'cost effieient’,” is just 
the opposite of what the action svill 
accomplish,
Central Saanich has decided to set a 
date in the near future for a special 
information meeting to review policies 
outlined by the Capital Regional 
Hospital and Health Planning Com­
mission.
in similar tiiscussions Monday night 
Sidney Mayor Norma Sealey com­
mented thg,nlamgatnation of health care 
.services is still a long way off but Aid,
Ross Martin countered that,“if it 
happens within this century it is too
soon.
INSIDE:
• Editorhil, letters, pnite 4
• E s q II i in ii H - S a a n i c h 
candidates, pa({e5
• Onc>inun fishing boat 
built to order in Sidney,
pURCd
• Sports, pages 10,1]
• Classified, page 14
Some local doctors, who wished to 
femain nameless, explained that of even 
more concern than pregnant women 
having a half-hour drive during labour is 
the case of transporting a small infant 
who may have Itad a seizure or who is so 
critically ill that every inlntiie is 
essential.
North Saanich Mayor Eric Sherwood 
drew the comparison between the new 
proposed hospital care and Ihe old 
Sidney court.
“It cost more money to have a coiirt 
here but wc had a belter sy.slcm of 
justice, Our people arc going to be 
treated like numbers down there, it’s,so 
remote.”
Penny DuTemple and Tom Paulson hold prize winning fish 
following weighAn at Tulista Park at the close of Sidney Angler Y 
one-day salmon derby Sunday,
By CRANIA UTWIN
It may seem like sumc sort of 
grotesque joke that in the near future 
sewage may be trucked to a aight soil 
laiin, cured, and sold back to us at u 
premium but that is c.xactly what is 
going to happen. And upon closer 
appraisal it isn’t such a loo-loo of an 
idea afierall.
In fact, the system is ihbiisands of 
years old and the only real difference is 
than today someone ha.s thought of 
packaging ii and selling It back to u.s.
The system calls lor transport of 
wastes from septic Itolding tanks, which 
must be pumped out every five or six 
years, tmysvay, to an area where it is 
treated and left for several years.
Central Saanich Aid, Dave Hill, who 
was cliiiirman of the icgtonal solid waste 
and sewer disposal committee last year 
and ‘-till 'die nn it itde year, snys tin* 
project i.s modelled after a pilot project 
in theOkamnuui.
At that inieritST site the sludge is taken 
and allowed to sit 'ti what resembles a 
large four-foot thick wood-chi(r
swimming pool where it Is mixed with 
sawdust. After drying in the sun like a 
huge take the “mix" is then .shoved out 
of the ptvol by backhoe and piled in 
windrow*. 500 feet long. 12 feet high and 
20 feel across at the base, says capital 
region chief engineer Norman Howard, 
Howard says a 10-acre site for such a 
purpose Incrilly has h»*t*n seti'ciefl in the 
Meichosin area and the regional board 
voted on its apptovnl Wednesday, The 
site will almost eerirdniy he accepted, 
whiclt me,ins consiiucihm can begin on 
chip pools almost immediately, he says.
WIdle the ph»< project in Ihe 
Okiinagan is still in it's diaper .stages the 
sewage farm to be built here will be a 
full-fledged operation such as has been 
operating successfully in Tcxn.s, 
Maryland, and Ontario for years, nc- 
cording to Howard.
Reason for the tirgency in selecting
,*1“ to d'A'Clnp n rio* is thrir '
the Pollution (J-'oidrol Board has said no 
mote permits will be issucti to the region 
for (lumping effluent in Millstrcam 
l.Hgoon,
The I’CB has already cancelled the old
Millstrcam I,agoon permit once but 
rcsuncctcd it temporarily, says Howard, 
because the tegion hud no alternative 
hut to dump somewhere,
Hill explained the Millstrcam site is 
more than nn eyc-soie now, and the 
sliuntion is almost unbearable in the 
summer wlicn warm night breezes carry 
(iwesnme whiff't to nearby residents,
A site was not searched for in the 
peninsula area because most residents 
requiring septic pump-ams live in the 
wtSiorn communities.
“Wc ate looking at about 3.1 million
gallons of sludge a ytntr,” said Howard, 
who said the sludge was generated by 
some 50,tl(X) residents, Iwo-thlrds of 
whom live in the western community.
This is a lucky break for local 
residents: there has heen a great deal of 
concern by Meidtosin residents Who 
didn’t want to become the efnncnt 
'‘/ocicty,"
Hill emphasized, however, that on his 
tom- of the Okanagan site Inst summd 
he was highly Impicssed by the (Hloriess
Continued on Page 2
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I More than 15 million will decide I Hill hails plan
Continued from Page 1
The polls will open from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. February 
18 for Canada’s 32nd federal general election. More 
than 15 million Canadians are eligible to vote in the 
country’s 282 electoral districts. A total of 11,537,909 
votes were cast in the last general election May 22nd, 
1979 — about 76 per cent of the 15.2 million voters 
whose names were on the final voters’, lists.
Electoral districts are divided into some 60,000 
polling divisions, each with a polling station or place 
to vote. The Returning Officer of each district ap-. 
points a deputy and a polling clerk for each polling 
station.
If you live in an urban area, your name must be on 
the final list of voters in order to cast a ballot. But if 
you are a rural voter, you may vote (even if your name 
is not on the list) provided you are vouched for by 
another elector whose name is on the voters’ list of 
your polling division.
Generally, a polling division is considered “rural” if 
it is in a locality of fewer than 5,000 people.
If you have never voted before, here’s what to 
expect w'hen you enter your polling station;
«You will give your name to the deputy returning 
officer who w'ill check to see that your name is on the
official voter’s list. If so, you will receive a ballot for 
marking in a polling booth nearby.
•On the ballot paper you will find the names of 
candidates listed alphabetically, and the political 
affiliation (if any) of each candidate printed under the 
name. You will vote for one candidate by marking an 
“X” in the circle beside his or her name. No ballot will 
be accepted which contains any mark that will identify 
the voter.
•You will then refold the ballot and give it to the 










Open Mon. Thrv Set. 9 a.m. *6 p rr
Phone Ahead for Faster Takeout
652-3954
FAMILY RESTAURANT
OPEN DAILY 11 AM
FINE CANADIAN & 
CHINESE FOOD







Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner Daily 
Sunday Brunch 11:30 and 1:30
In a letter on House of 
Commons stationery, MP 
Donald Munro, thanked 
Saanich school district 
secretary-treaser Ross 
Ingram for bringing to his 
attention the matter of 
“excise rebate to school 
systems.”
“1 will make a point of 
raising the matter in the 
budget debate in Ottawa,”
said Munro in his letter 
dated Jan. 25.
“You know,’’ said 
trustee Gerry Kristianson 
the Liberal candidate 
opposing Munro in the 
Esquimalt-Saanich riding in 
the forthcoming federal 
election, “there is a certain 
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OPEN FROM5 P.M. DAILY 
tCLOSEDTUES.l
(Formerly Truman's Steok House)
2558 Bevan A ve., Sidney 
Reservations 656-4640
i hotel SidneyFoot of Beacon Ave.OCEAN VIEW
Try our famous salad bar 










9776“- 4th St. Sidney ;
i''A-;.;';Beh;dj?The Pc4!'0lt!ce':i-:,:''
— SPECIALIZING IN —
FISH 8 CHIPS
Bieakfast-lunch-dinner 
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; Closed Sunday,.::
Complete Toke but Service '
:: BEACON AVE.: SION6y, B.C. :i
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& Canadian Food A,
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Munro was not, at 
time, a member 
parliament and was 
actually entitled to 
House of Commons 
stationery. He was a 
candidate for election.
Commenting on the four- 
line reply from Munro as 
opposed to the four- 
paragraph reply on the 
same subject from Bob 
Camereon, NDP candidate 
in the same election, trustee 
Roy Hyndman said; “It 
seems that we got scant 
attention from Mr. Munro 
whereas Mr. Cameron took 
some pains with his reply.”
procedure of this method.
Hill says the sludge sits in vats and 
dries for about sLx months, in Penticton, 
and then is moved to fields where it is 
turned and ploughed about every eight 
months for several years.
“I’m really happy with the whole 
thing,” he says. “They’ve been doing 
this for years, mainly in Ejarope. (Each 
area requires specific modifications 
depending on topography and rainfall.)
“This is a positive process and the 
concept of using the product after a 
number of years as a mulch or soil 
conditioner like peat is very beneficial.
So far the “sludge-mulch” has been 
used in the B.C.’s interior for pasture 
fertilization and small domestic gardens 
on lawns and shrubs. Hill says the 
product has not been applied to human 
food-crops although in Europe this is 
being done now.
Stringent health studies will be un­
dertaken to monitor the effluent — 
anything is better than dumping night 
soil straight into the sea or into
stangnant lagoons such as Millstrcam, 
Hill says.
Cost of the sludge-farm will have to 
be added to the cost of septic-tank 
pumping. Hill points out, emphasizing 
that planners are trying to look forward 
and hopefully count on some income 
from selling the product.
“We’re not 100 per cent sure we can 
sell it,” he says, but explains there is a 
possibility a local enterpreneur might 
make a little business bagging the stuff 
for sale.
In the Okanagan a cubic yard of the 
“soil conditioner” fetches three dollars.
“It’s the concept that I’m so happy 
about,” Hill says, adding the project 
goes hand in hand with other popular 
recycling trends such as sorting garbage 
and burning refuse.
Members of local municipalities have 
been invited to attend a sludge disposal 
seminar April 16 to discuss the future of 
sludge in such vital industries as 
forestry. B.C. environment ministry 
spokesman D. Wetter will be outlining 
effluent regulations in the province’s 
future.
Better busing?
Continued from Page 1
Central Saanich and North Saanich 
councils, as well as some members of the 
chamber of commerce.
She said they will go over the UTA
report and the ramifications of transit in 
this area. “There is a great deal of 
material,” she said, and she expects 
even more when details of the plan are 
presented to the transit committee
March 4.
(Behind the Bank of Nova Scotia) 







At ltoe>oiKibl* Priest 
■PickUp-ToksOut 
2470 tsoVon Avs.
FUTURE OF OUR 
COUNTRY IS AT STAKE 
ON FEBRUARY 18th.
EAT IB OR tm OUT Be SURE you vote
mam
Jii^i^ex oge
HAMBURGERS - FISH i CHIPS 
- ICECREAM 
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Where to teke your vlsirs G friends
FOR A RIDE 
TO THE POLLS 
PHONE:
uum mmm
.MinMOHIk (jOLI COUILSE, 9,10 Ardmore Dr. & West Saanich Koatl. Sidney
A cozy 9-hok'r, ideal lor families, Beautiful scenery and special twilight rates for 9-liolc 
game. Clubs and cart rentals — picnic and barbecue facilities — swimming beach. Phone 
656-4621." " , SIDNEY- 656-1721
HUK.M’VVOOD INN, 7172 llreniwoud Drive, Brentwood. 652-2413.
S,\l,MON FI.SHINfi, Boat llenlal, Guided FIshlagTrl^i* (all inclusive)
Family fishing in the protected Saanich Inlet, Brentwood Boat Rentals (I97|) Ltd. at the 
I cn y Dock,, Hremwnod Bay . phone 652-1014,
SAANICH - 727-2291
HOTKISIDNKV, 2517 Bmon Ave,, Sidney, 656-1311
Tuesday night, Pure Country feauiring Rob Hollis with Norm Winquist and Ralph
irithf l.oitrt!',? S 12 p.m Wfdnwdtiy night, n - 12 p.tn.i: Talent Night in ihc Ru'd,
HIE PR AIRIE INN, comer Ml. Newton X Roads and Ewt Saanich Rd, 656-1575
Relax by the fire and litacn to live entertainment while playing Chess, Cribhage, Checkeni,
n.uTg.urn'yn, Pai'ttLnToo!,"
ESQUI MALT- 382-1321
SIDNEY TaWEEODOE, 22«0 Bkracon Ave., Sidney. 656-1176 
I'oiDkx riatt" et tf) FiiJlay and Saturday night 9 • 2 ft.tn,, darscc to the music of die lO’s 
.' Tcat uf iitg in .the Lounge, Richard Kitsg, Guitar,■'Vocalb.l. $.00 p.m. to Mi Jfdglu.,
AMthofireJ b> theOfficial Agent for BobCameron, lu<>6 Chesterfieid,
Have your Winter 
Coafs Cleaned Now 
I- to store away:V;
Sidney council has won 
its fight with B.C. Tel for 
the installation of a pay 
telephone outside the 
Sidney RCMP station on 
Sidney Street — and after 
only one round.
' Mayor Norma Sealey 
told council Monday night 
: a strong letter had been sent 
to B.C. Tel headquarters in 
Burnaby asking for the pay 
■j. phone.
Prior to that, said Sealey, 
a representative from the
because engineers estimate 
it will cost $25,000 to 
change the town’s internal 
.system for the Mills Road"' 
hook-up, and another 
$25,000 to . construct a 
conduit for-the trunk line 
under the Pat ;Bay High- 
.way.
: Completion of the water 
mains is expected in early 
1981; though Sealey. said 
she has asked that it be 
■completed ; as ;fast as 
possible.-M"-."
Victoria branch camebut to, : «Sidney : will - receive,
“explain’ ’ ; to : herCand Tnearly'$135,000 from the 
administrator Geoff Logan first phase of the Com-'j, 
why the phone coiild hot be miinity Services Grant; anc^ :
the rest in the second phase 
in 1980. Sealey said I 
originally Sidney was not in 
line for the grant, but was” 
given it after another
installed. : T
But when he left, she 
said, he went home agreeing 
to it. “His 'explanation 
back-fired.” Sealey said the 
telephone company will 
install the phone as soon as 
possible.
In other council news;
•S and R Rentals Ltd. of 
Victoria won the bidding 
for the first phase of the 
municipal water program 
with a tender of some 
$687,000.
•Sidney will be receiving 
an additional $50,000 as 
“compensation” for its 
agreement to change its 
hook-up with the peninsula 
water system from John 
Road to Mills Road. Sealey 
said Sidney had been asked 
to change its connection at 
a recent Saanich Peninsula 
Water Commissi o n 
meeting.
The $50,000 was neeiletl
municipality failed to 
accept it.
•Council approved the 
third reading of a con­
troversial zoning bylaw 
which will see a building on 
Frist Street converted for 
office use. At a public' 
hearing held last week, a 
number of residents 
protested there was enough 
office space in Sidney and 
the change would increase 
traffic in the area.
•Council will ask the 
provincial government if it 
is the intent of B.C. Hydro 
to remove the surcharge 
initially levied for transit 
taxation purposes — now 
that Hyclto will no longer 
he responsible for trail- 
sporiniion in the province.
,,,
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At the \Vinltn’ ()ly nii)ic.s, tlie 
world's bo.st iithlotos tuv iioirfiT 
all mil for iho nold. And the 
woodstovo tliat’s koopinn tho 
i Olympians wann is Fishor, the 
— ^ vvorld's nurnlior one cold ivnv
edy. Only the veiy best make 
1|) it it to the Olympics. TIhR’s why 
Fi.sher is ptxmd to be the Official Wood- 
.stove of the 1980 Winter Olympics. Fisher knows 
the dodication to excellence that it takes to be 
number one. Bo do hundixals of thousamis of 
ho.mtxtwners who have chot^itn Fisher for Its quality
arnstriictlon and reputation for value.
See the Fi.sher family of iteautiful and economical 
woodstoves. Warm up to the'.VFM itl 
stovO'S that flnr'f" warrr.inq ' th'
Winter Olympics...Fisher!
Sidney Fireplace
Serving Sidney A the F*entnsul»
97M.2«d SI., Sidney 656.,1S1| 
9.SMon,tdS«,
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Continued from Page 1 
directly below him, and climbed out of 
the cab, said Hopewell.
“Gas bottles flipped through the 
air,” said Hopewell, “it was just 
crazy.” He later added, “It’s fate; if it’s 
not your time it’s not your time.”
Hopewell also said the whole incident, 
which started about 10 a.m., happened 
in about “three or four seconds.”
However, two eyewitnesses said the 
crane turned over in about 10 seconds, 
and they thought the whole.thing could 
have been avoided had the driver been 
more alert.
The two — Jamie Martin, 25, and his 
brother John, 27 — are local fishermen 
Who live on their boat which is berthed 
at Fishermen’s Wharf.
Jamie Martin said they were on their 
way to breakfast but couldn’t get their 
. car past the crane — which was in the 
middle of the roadway — so decided to 
walk.
■ They were about five feet past the 
crane when it started to tip. “It was just 
like it was in slow motion,” said Jamie. 
“I wish 1 had had my camera — 1 could 
have taken about 10 shots in the time it
went over.”
Dickinson said after the accident he 
could not comment on the reason the 
crane flipped on its side.
That was the same response given by 
the spokesman at Philbrooks Shipyards 
Monday afternoon. “It won’t happen 
again,” was all the spokesman would 
say about the accident.
Damage to the wharf was minimal, 
said the spokesman, and damage to the 
crane itself has not yet been determined.
He said the company would not be 
undertaking any investigation into the 
accident.
The crane was eventually set upright 
with the help of another floating crane 
and a tug rented from Swartz Bay — but 
not until nearly 13 hours had passed.
In that time — particularly the first 
couple of hours — there was some 
question whether the crane would 
remain on its side that long and not 
topple over into the water.
Philbrooks personnel appeared on the 
scene about half an hour after the 
mishap, along with the Sidney volunteer 
fire department.
The fire department hosed down the
barge and some of the surrounding area 
to reduce the risk of the leaking diesel 
fuel.
The crane was simply left in place for 
about three and a half hours while 
personnel waited for two more cranes to 
arrive and lift the hobbled crane into 
position.
During that time, there was some 
worry the outgoing tide would cause the 
crane to fall. After that crisis past, the 
pilings on the wharf appeared as if they 
might buckle under the crane’s weight.
Philbrooks personnel finally decided 
to examine the engineering design of the 
wharf to ensure that two cranes, in 
addition to the hobbled crane, could get 
on the wharf without the structure 
collapsing.
When it was determined all three 
cranes could not be on the wharf at the 
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Trident Aircraft Ltd. 
received another vote of 
support la.st week when its 
unsecured creditors decided 
to collect what is owed them 
by December, 1981.
Had the creditors decided 
to call in their debts im­
mediately, the scrappy 
Sidney aircraft
manufacturing firm would 
have collapsed into 
bankruptcy.
-The decision came at a 
meeting in Vancouver, and 
those present represented a 
total indebtedness of about 
$1.1 million—consisting of 
firms and individuals who 
. supplied goods and services 
to the company before it 
closed its doors Jan. 4 when 
- it ran out of cash and could 
no longer meet its payroll.
B.C . Development 
Corporation is the largest 
of the unsecured creditors 
with $500,000 owed.
Secured creditors total 
another' $4.7‘' ihillionand 
include the federal en­
terprise development board
and the federal develop­
ment bank in addition to 
BCDC — a provincial 
organization.
Trustee Martin Linsley, 
of Coopers, Lybrand was 
appointed by Trident to 
work out a credit plan and 
he proposed the deferred 
payment.
He said the next step was 
to present the plan to the 
courts for formal approval 
— which should take an 
estimated two or three 
weeks.
Trident chief executive 
officer Jerry Vaverek said 
he was “immensely 
pleased”-
UilPERi:
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Choosing a candidate
The election has produced three good 
candidates in the Esquimalt-Saanich riding. 
Donald Munro, the Tory incumbent, enjoys 
the reputation of being a good constituency 
man. Some may think the Trident affair has 
sullied his reputation in that regard, but the 
pros and cons of that venture are so complex 
that though we have supported it editorially 
we cannot unduly criticize those who 
disagree.
Gerry Kristianson, the Liberal candidate, is 
an intellectual who does not let his intellect 
get the better of him. He has a fine record as a 
trustee on Saanich school board as a practical 
man and a fiscal conservative. He could 
probably expect advancement in any Liberal 
administration.
Robert Cameron, for the New Democratic 
Party, is a teacher and a Saanich alderman. 
He is an articulate man and is evidence that 
the NDP is able to attract high quality 
candidates these days — though mostly from 
the professions rather than the business 
world.
Although some voters vote “the man” we 
suspect niost vote “the party” — and since all _ 
candidates in this campaign have things to 
commend them, the question of party choice 
becomes a critical one.
We choose the Conservatives. All the signs 
are that the Liberals will once again sweep 
Quebec so the Cohseryatiyes are thus unlikely 
to gain a majority of seats nation-wide.
In our view, the best result is another 
Consei^ativemihprity^ which can always bd 
brought to an end Tf Prirrie Minister Clark 
dpesnobimprove omhis ihitiaHn?experiehce;!^';'T
‘ If voters choose Clark this- time, at least 
They yvill know, in terms of programs, what 
i they are getting. If voters choose Trudeau, 
they will not — and they will be supporting a 
man whose main ambition now seems to be to 
beat Joe Clark.
Local field is ready for spring planting.
Letters to the editor
Good question
Decisidii angers
Peninsula residents are angry at the 
decision to abandon obstetrics at the Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital and establish a single unit 
at the new Victoria General Hospital to be 
built soon on Helmcken Road. This we have 
learned from the response to our Have Your 
Say poll in last week’s review.
Mail was still flooding in from readers 
Tuesday so our wrap-up article on this 
controversial issue will be held over until ne.xt 
week to enable as many people as possible to 
“have their say.”
So far, residents are 100 per cent against 
the move to regionalize obstetrics.
Can the decision be reversed?
The Capital Regional Hospital and Health 
Planning Commission ~ the body respon­
sible for making the decision — has offered to 
hold an information meeting soon with 
councils on the Saanich Peninsula. Perhaps 
now is the time for people to let their elected 
representatives know how they feel.
Re: Natural Gas for Vancouver Island
Vancouver Island, like Canada’s Atlantic provinces, 
doesn’t have natural gas now. It doesn’t have a low cost 
fuel alternative to oil, the supply of which is bound to be 
limited in the future. •
This situation has to be corrected. In Eastern Canada 
plans are afoot to build a major pipeline to New 
Brunswick, Prince Edward Island and Novai: Scotia. 
And: it will: be subsidized, heavily, by3the Ca:nadian 
^government.; Western gas will therefore be cheap in 
Halifax. It will,be less expensive than-oil .because;you 
yand l v aS'Canadian taxpayers,Will be footing the bill:
- But^ what about the: west coast? What atsout Van-r 
couver Island and a S200 million pipeline across Georgia 
Strait?Tt, too, will have to be subsidized if the price of 
natural gas in Victoria and Nanaimo is to be com­
parable to that paid in the Vancouver area.
. As it is, space heating with oil costs twice as much as 
it would with gas .supplied at Lower Mainland rate.s. 
Gas, also, would be much cheaper than electricity. But 
the key question remains — “who will subsidize the 
main pipeline to the Island?’’
Logically, it is the federal government. Ottawa now 
pays for the large diameter pipeline moving oil from 
southern Ontario to Montreal. It will shortly be sub­
sidizing natural gas going to the Maritimes. We who 
don’t have access to Canadian gas should receive similar 
treatment. The federal government, in other words, 
should pay for a big gas line across Georgia Strait.
Is Ottawa thinking in those t'erms? Is it going to do 
something about gas on Vancouver Island? Now is the 
time to ask our federal candidates in the up-coming 
election. It will be interesting to hear what the Con­
servatives, the Liberals and the NDP have to say on this 
subject.
Yours sincerely,
' Hon. Jack Davis, Ml.A
North Vancouver-.Seymour
then not selling, then thinking that the idea of Petrocan 
wasn’t such a bad idea after all.
It is becoming increasingly obvious that the “party of 
broken promises’’ is still just that, or that they don’t 
know what each other is saying or doing.
Canadians have been completely conned into 
believing that foreign investment is not only desirable > 
but is good for us as well. It may have been at one time 
but certainly no longer.^
.Mr. Lougheed’s Alherta Heritage Fund, which is built 
up from oil revenues, is bigger than all the foreign ^ 
investments in -Canada. Yet last :'week,: it was; an­
nounced, again on the C.B.C. news, that Alberta was 
transferriiTg. this^ fund to: Switzerland for investment 
■:ptJrposes.■'
This ■cefiaihly : shows trust and; faith in Canada; ; 
doesn’t it? An investment of this size, would certainly 
reduce our unemploynient and it could conceivably 
make us masters in our own house.
Just think what it would do for national unity as well.
,^'L. Moore'^ 




Sinclair Stevens, the Con.servative prc.sideiii of the 
Trca,sury Board, .stated on the C.B.C. morning radio 
program, on Feb, 8 that the Conservative government 
policy on Petrocan was to reduce the proposed 
government holding.s of .10 per cent and eventually 
eliminate it entirely,
This statement was made in spite of Mr. Clark’s 
wnfllirig about selling, not selling, giving away, and
Mr. Charles Joseph Clark's Conservative Party 
government has been in power for less than one year. 
On assuming office Clark and Minister of Finance, Mr. 
Crosbie, found that the country was many billions of 
dollars in debt, the interest alone on which was larger 
than the country’s total budget in 1968 when Mr. 
Trudeau became prime minister.
They also were confronted with a civil service, both 
federal and provincial, which had enrolled one in every 
eight of the country’s working men and women, and 
only a tiny fraction of ihe.se contributed even an iota to 
the country’s real wealth or gross national product. 
Also Canada wa.sjittered with Royal Commissions, 
commissions to control this or that, so-called experts, 
arbitrators, councils, a horde of lawyers, study groups, 
and political hacks all guzzling at the public trough.
It was because of this misrule and financial chaos that 
the opening of Parliamcm was long delayed, And it was 
because of indebtedness and rising world prices of 
cncigy in its yarious forms that Crosbie and the 
government asks the people of Canada these questions.
Will we re-elect a government of honest men and 
women dedicated to restoring Canada to solvency and 
fiscal integrity? or will we, once again, vote for a 
goyeinmcnl a.s spendtltrifl and secretive a.s Pierre 
Trudeau’s Liberals or much worse .still, will hy some 
Continued on Page S
60 YEARS AGO THIS WEEK:
I'romtlic Feb. 12,1920 Issue,
"The members of the Sidney Board of Trade who 
gathered at the Sidney Hotel last night to attend the 
annual session of (liui body received quite a rude shock 
wlicn the election of officers was taking place. Mr. 
W.H. Dawes, the genial secretary of the Board, was the 
self-starter of the exciicment by declining to stand for 
ihc office of secretary; he threw a bomb into the camp 
of shock-absorbers.
“When it wa.s made very plain to Mr. Dawes tltnt his 
action in declining to fill the important office was 
nothing short of Bolshevism and several other Msms" he 
consented to reconsider his dcci,slon,"
$0 YEARS AGO THIS WEEK:
From Uic Feb, 13,1930 Is,sue.
Prof. P.A. Boving, of the department of .Agronomy 
of The University of B.C. presented the prizes to the 
winners of the Memorial Park garden contest at ilic 
North Saanich Horticuldiral Society meeting Thursday 
evening. .■
Fred Musclow won the silver cup, while other prizes 
were awarded to Gordon Prat, Raymond Byers, Fred
Gilman, Shew Lim, Ernest Roberts, Robert Jones, John 
Speedie, Boden Storey, R, Slater and Gerald Clanton, 
Prof. Uoving addressed the meeting on “Turnips and 
Men”, demonstrating turnips, and pointing out diseases 
and how to avoid iliom. Referring to the human race, 
Prof, Boving quoted figures showing the evil effects of 
crossing nationalities.
40 RS A GO THIS WEEK:
From Ihc Feb, 14,1940 l.ssnc.
A Review editorial: “Two youngmen, Bert Ilowcott 
and Dudley Norbury, have plans for inuuguraiing a 
system of disposal of garbage and refuse for citizens of 
Sidney and district. Such a scryiv'e should appeal to 
pmcileally eyery home. Regul.ir collection of g.ubage in 
place of periodic spasms of disposing of same seems to 
us a very logical way, especially when the rates are very 
reasonable, “
30 YEA ns A GO THIS WEEK;
From the Feh, 15,1950 issue.
A deer, chased by a small black and white dog on 
Isabella Point Rpad Saturday morning, took to the 
water to escape. Having swum the harbour, the animal 
struggled ashore on the beach below the home of Capt. 
and Mrs, O. A, Maude.
Ashley Maude and Leon King, who had watched it 
approach, went to its assistance. The completely 
exhausted buck was lifted into the back of a small truck 
with jhe help of Walter Cudmore and taken to D. 
Maxweir.s barn where it will be looked after until strong 
enough to return to the bush,
20 YEARS AGO THIS WEEK:
From the Feb. 17, I960 Issue. ,,
Higlt winds and squalls brought power failures to two 
parts of the district on the weekend and was blamed for 
the lire which resulted in the destruction of one home. 
Tailing trees were Ihe cause of the power failure which 
hit about 2:30 p.m, .Sunday and which was not repaired 
furalmo;,! 201umrs.
10 YEARS AGO THIS WEEK:
FromiheFcb. IB, 1970 Issue.
John W,P. Izard, son of Mr, and Mrs, .1, Arthur 
Lai d. 9.tKn Ardmore Drive, has been named a winner of 
a Sl.fiOO two-year scholarship from Con.solidatcd 
Mining and Smelting Co.
it,.
P! ■■
More than $1,500 was collected by mothers locally 
during the annual Kinsmen Mother's March In Central 
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Brought to you through the courtesy of
hot wh-qU manm
new and used « sail and power
656-7286 10431 Resihaven
(corner Harbour Rd. & Resihaven.)
FUI.FORD HARBOUR 
Times Shown arc “Standard Timc.s”
Thu. 0450 10.5 0915 8.7 1400 10.2 2125 1.3
Fri. 0515 10.7 1000 8.3 1450 10.3 2210 1.3
Sat. 0545 10.8 1050 7.7 1550 10.3 2255 1.6
Sun. 0625 10.9 1145 7.1 1700 10.1 2340 2.3
Mon. 0645 11.0 1240 6.3 1810 9.8
Tue. 0020 3.4 0715 11.1 1330 5.6 1915 9.4
Wed. 0100 4.6 0750 11.2 1425 4.9 2040 9.1
Chapel of Roses
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792 Sea Dr. 
Brentwood Bay 
Sunday, Feb. 17 
8:30 a.m. Holy
Communion 





Feb. 20 - 7:30 p.m. 
Rev. Will Dobson 
652-3860 
Wardens:
A.L. Isaac 652-2138 
A.S. McNeil 652-2651

















7:30 p.m. Praise &
Worship
Rev. Ivan Futter 
652-2812 
Office 652-4311 
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7:00 p.m. Praised Share 
Thursday
7:00 p.m, Bible Study 
“Preaching the Christ- 





The Church By The Lake
Elkt.ake
Community Baptist
5.363 Pat Bay IMghviay 




Nut very & Junior Church
Mlnlsler J.C.A. Barton 
652-3676
A warm .welcome to all.
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9:30 o/m.
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(while under construction) 
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ALL AREWELCO.ME 
Pastor H.E, Dawes 
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'W25 FIFTH STREET, 
SIDNEY, B.C. 
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Rev, Tom Gardner 
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THE CAIVDIDATES
I have served 
you well
Although polls across the country are still indicating 
a Liberal win Feb. 18 Esquimalt-Saanich Tory MP 
Don Munro says polls by his party workers show very 
little change in the riding since last May. However, he 
has no time for polls.
“I think I’ve served the constituency pretty damned 
well -1 don’t understand the polls and I’m not going to 
let them get me down,” he said Monday.
“I’ve nothing to be ashtuned of what I’ve done for 
this riding and I’m not going to have myself cast down 
by polls.”
Munro said he didn’t know whether his party’s 
rejection of funds for Trident would hurt him at the 
ballot box. “I don’t know...and I won’t know until 
Monday, but I resent it (Trident) being made the issue 
in this campaign when there are some really important 
national issues.”
Munro feels the Tories were right to refuse Trident 
further funding but said if the company can come up 
with a new management plan, Ron Huntington, 
federal minister of industry and small business, has 
said he’ll look at it.
Munro said a recent report that the federal 
government would back Trident if BCDC and private
backers would put up $10 million was incorrect. 
Huntington never said that, he was misquoted, Munro 
said.
With the election just around the corner, Munro 
said he’ll be campaigning up until the last minute 
before the polls close Monday.
A typical day for him starts with tea at 6:30 a.m. 
followed by the news at 7 and a few phone calls to his 
office in Ottawa on constituency matters. Then it’s 
coffee and toast before he leaves at 8:30 a.m. for his 
constituency office to check his mail before calling in 
at campaign headquarters at 3948 Quadra, where 
there’s usually a stack of phone messages and more 
mail.
From then on he’s mainstreeting, taping interviews, 
appearing on television, visiting shopping centres to 
chat to shoppers, or addressing groups.
“You know, I’ve found the reception really quite 
warm,” he said. “A lot of people know me — and I 
find that rewarding.”
He adds, “Obviously, I’ve been doing some of the 
right things.”
Munro and his wife plan a 14-day Caribbean cruise 
after the election.
Electioneering may be a sweat for some but it seems 
to be the breath of life to Gerry kristianson.
“I havenT enjoyed anything so much in a long, long 
time, it’s been a blast,” says the Esquimalt-Saanich 
Liberal candidate who is on the go from early morning 
until 11 p.m., speaking at meetings, door knocking, 
visiting people in their homes, attending coffee parties 
and meeting with canvassers and party workers at 
campaign headqueu-ters. ? ;
'Yesi it’S: fatiguing,; he admits, but ‘‘I’ve still got lots 
of'energy left;’'’^"^''^''r ^
Kristianson is confident, in good spirits and 
delighted with a CBC poll which claims the Liberals 
are leading in B.C. with the NDP in second place and 
the Tories trailing.
Except for the U.S. pre.sidential election in 1948 
when Harry Truman confounded the polls, 
Kristianson says polls are “fairly sophisticated” in­
struments and are usually right.”
The Liberal campaign in the Esquimalt-Saanich 
riding is “the only one growing. The NDP is fairly 
static,” he says. Kristianson has had a team of can­
vassers out every single night from the start of the 
campaign and their enthusiasm,never seems to flag, he 
'I says,
“It’s humbling, you know, to look in and see 25 
people at campaign headquarters and realize they’re 
all working for me,..that all those people think you’ll 
make a good member of parliament,”
Welcome addition to Kristianson’s .strong volunteer
force is the more than $10,000 in funds which has 
considerably boosted the candidate’s campaign. The 
kitty was bare to start with and the first $100 cheque 
was his own. ■■ . ■ . - c
The campaign has been a good one, he says, 
reserving special praise for his opponents. “Don 
Munro is a gentleman. Bob Cameron’s a decent guy.”
: The issue in the election has been Trident and 
Kristian.son says it symbolizes the difference between 
the Liberals and theiTpries.jHe says his own party’s 
financial commitment to the ailing aircraft company is 
in contrast with the short-sighted bottom-line Tory 
approach of “if it’s not profitable tomorrow we 
shouldn’t be involved in it.”
Win or lose, politicians have got to produce, 
Kristianson says. “That’s why I said I would resign the 
Liberal nomination is I couldn’t get a commitment on 
Trident.”
And it wasn’t easy or simple, 1 had lots of questions 
to answer, .says Kristianson, who points out he had to 
demonstrate why the Liberals should back Trident 
when he met with party leader Pierre Trudeau in 
Vancouver recently.
“The most significant thing in this election is that 
the eyes of the country are on us. E.squimalt-Saanich is 
now being touted by the media as a riding to watch,” 
he says.
Party workers arc finding strong Liberal support in 
the Gordon Head area, he says, but “If I win I'll be 





Heading into Ihe final week of the campaign 
Esquimait-Saanich federai NDP candidate Bob 
Cameron cautioned lho.se voters thinking of voting for 
a majority government to ask themselves if they want 
the Liberals or Conservatives in power for the next 
fiveyears.' '
“Elections arc an inconvenience, but not that much' 
of an inconvenience," said Cameron.
He added he would rather sec a minority govern­
ment for three years than either the Liberals or 
Conservatives for;nnothcr five years.
Cameron poinied out the major difference in this 
election over last May is that voters arc looking at the 
issues and not simply voting nnti-Trudeau. “They arc 
voting for something — not against .something this 
lime,” he said.
Cameron also suggested the great liberal resurgence 
in the polls seems to indicate the public's 
dissatisfaction with the Conservatives,
“Wlio would have thought six months ago former 
Prime Minister Trudeau could ever be challenging 
again now,” said Cameron.
In his own riding, Cameron said he expected the 
Liberals to be “spoilers” by taking away votes from 
Ihe Conservatives, He did not think the Liberals were 
taking votes away from the NDP this time.
ConliiHied from Page 4
hidcotis miseliancc the National Democratic Party, led 
by Mr. Uroadbent, be given power?
Will wc face our indebtedness and accept that debts 
mint be pntrl.'nr wit! wi* pref(*r to po on Ijving In n fool's
parndl.sc of spending more than wc earn? Will wc do 
eight hours honest work for eight hours pay or will wc 
continue to cheat by corning lute and leaving early, by 
striking for impossible increases in pay and expensive 
fringe benefits? Will wc continue - to demand 




Cameron said the NDP will have to increase their 
share of the vote by 11 per cent if they expect to take 
the riding from Conservative MP Don Munro. He 
suggc.stcd it would be possible with only a five or six 
per cent increase, but added he docs not think the 
eicetian will be that close.
Turning to local issues besides Trident, Cameron 
said e would like to promote ship-building on the west 
coast •— with particular emphasis on improving 
defence vessels and coast guard cutters.
Cameron would also like to see a federally-funded 
shuttle bus between peninsula communities and 
Victoria, Me said the bus could run along Ihc Pat Bay 
Highway for tisc in rush hour.
"I envision parking lots along the way for people 
from Brentwood, etc. to hook Into the service.”
Oijicr issues arc more national In scope with local 
implications, said Cameron. He pointed to Petrocan, 
energy conservation, and transit ns issues that “affect 
people here as much ns anywhere.”
His chances of a victory on Feb. 18? Very strong he. 
says, pointing to the feeling that NDP voles that went 
Tory last May in an nnti-Trudeau mood, will remain 
NDP thi.s time — while a Liberal resurgence will chop 
away some of Ihe massive 14,000 vole Tory victory last 
lime around.
Tory MP Don Munro.
I By
I PAT MURPHY
^ It took two hours on Monday night.
M Ratios, mathematical formulae, per-
M centages, equations, options and simple
M and complex solutions to seemingly
= impenetrable problems were bandied
M back and forth until the eyes of ob- 
M servers and participants were glazed and 
M simple statements of fact were lost 
M forever in a jumble of generalities.
M But Saanich school board trustees
E finally approved the 1980 budget of
I $15,r21,154.
= “Do we now know what we’re voting
E on?” asked chairman Lois Walsh
M somewhat groggily. Trustees assured her
% they did and unanimously approved the 
^ total which was $1 million higher than 
1 1979.
M Cause of the delay in ratification of 
^ the budget came in consideration of the 
s contentious question of secondary
■ % school teacher-pupil ratios, the same
^ problem which was discussed at great
E length at a special meeting the week
E before.
E' The question of teacher-pupil ratios is 
E the hinge on which swings the whole 
E question of the ever-mounting cost-of 
% education in the school district and 
1 what, if anything, could be done to 
E alleviate the burden on the taxpayers — 
M teachers salaries are a large part of the 
1 budget total.
E At both meetings members of the 
1 board expressed concern about the
^ demands of teachers and parents for a
M multiplicity of courses in secondary
-,g schools, many of them “elective” and
^ some in the eyes of some people “frills”
^ which have little to do with basic
^ education.
s Final decision was to staff district 
^ secondary schools at a pupil-teacher
M ratio of 21 to 1 except in “special
.E' “circumstances” where board members
M felt this policy should not be adhered to.
■ E' Special circumstances will apply 
^ immediately to Claremont secondary
= where a drop in school population has 
% meant the ratio of students to teachers is 
= lower than the 21 to 1 normV '
Special circumstances may also apply 
to Parkland and Stelly’s secondary 
schools if it is found there is a sudden 
influx of pupils at the beginning of the 
1980 school year in September.
As all the contingencies, provisions 
and special circumstances were con­
sidered it became difficult for board 
members and even senior administration 
officers to follow the trend of the 
discussion.
Parkland principal Joe Lott pointed 
out the formula set at board meetings 
and ratified by trustees was often 
dependent on the quality of students. If 
all students were well motivated and 
industrious it might be possible to 
maintain the standards and pupil- 
teacher ratios desired but this could 
change if another type of student was 
encountered.
Saanich school district is widespread 
geographically and this makes it dif­
ficult to apportion cour,ses, teachers 
pointed out at both budget meetings. In 
some cases courses such as advanced 
physics, biology or mathematics were 
not well attended — not more than 10 
pupils per class.
This was, in terms of teacher effort, a 
waste but it was not always possible to 
double up between two schools. And 
such classes were required for university 
entrance.
To bus students from one secondary 
school to another so that larger classes 
might be taught, was costly and awk­
ward. Another possibility was to alter 
boundaries between schools but this, 
too, was not always practicable.
In the final analysis, said district 
superintendent Don Smythe, a formula 
of some kind was needed. Alterations 
could be made, courses doubled up, 
boundaries altered and instruction 
added or deleted but one always ended 
up with a formula — so many students 
to be served by so many teachers.
At this trustees got out their pockrt 
calculators and, after a further flurry of 
figures and a welter of - cross-^ 
calculations, ; settled on the 21 to 1 
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1 1 20 OZ.
1 1 FISH & CHIPS *1*
B.C. BAKERS ■ ■ , " i
10LB. t IQ BPOTATOES *1“ 1
1 1 ISLAND FARMS '
s || 500 0 tnR°*d'
1 1COBAGE CHEESE 85
SANIPAK ■ . ■ 1
GMBAGE BAGS 93^1
1 1 4 STAR
i 1 STEMS & PIECI<;S 10 OZ.
1 1 MUSHROOMS 6/
SUNLIGHT 1
LIQUID 32 OZ. t 71; 1
DISH SOAP 1 1
1 1 IMPERIAL
1 1 MARGARINE U-
CHASE&SANBORN |
ALL PURPOSE t#1i7Q 1
COFFEE .LB. *Z ® I
DEI,SKY 
4 ROLL 2 PLY




MEAT AND POULTRY VALUES!
/Vew Democrat Boh Cameron
miillilinpual?
But let us also tell the new federal government that wc 
demand a modest, decorous parliament Instead of a 
disorderly yapping molv, a pariiarnent concerned solely 
with the Welfare of the country and not, as previously, 
with Ihe Lif^eniH, with party before Canada; a 
government incorruptible and frugal which forbids
oulrnBCOUS and absurd expenditures.
In u word, we the pcujtle ol LuiuiUu deinund an 
honest responsible government which will reduce 
taxation and feckless government spending, which svill 
incur no further deficits and restore our credit; and as 
soon as humanly possible reduce subsianiially Interest 
rates. '' ' ■
Let tis re-elect a strong Conservative government,
D.L.C, liingltam 
9M6 Ardmore Drive 










BEEF SIDES lb.*F®| 
HIND QUARTERS LB.U®® 1 
PORK SIDES n®® 1
1 TURKEYS
1 FROZEN
LIMITED WalQhl loll IncuMIng, bonlnoonrilrlmmlna Hwill InerBol* ih* priu. (Mr pound jgQUANTITY ME7VT VAKIETY PACKi Ill BUrrERBALL11 PINECWFST ' ■ ..98"
NOW ON SALE 1
We reierve the right 1(1 limit quanillleii 1
■ MEAT ^ MONEY BACK CiUARANTEEl':'\ . ' - K
1 m
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T.V.’s, Radios, Video Recorders, Tape 
Recorders and Microwave Ovens.
2405 BEACON
Upper Mall, Town Square 656-7522
Students and staff at 
Stelly’s school plan a bingo 
7 to 10 p.m. March 6. 
Funds raised will be used to 
insure and maintain a bus 
and to purchase uniforms 
for junior and senior bands, 










Tuesday, February 19th at 7:30 p.m.
Mike Spencer, new owner of the Coaster mini-troller, takes vessel out on maiden run.
One-man boat built to order
By RON NORMAN
[Staff Writer]
VIEWERS WILL BE INVITED TO PHONE IN QUESTIONS
The aircraft manufacturing industry in Sidney may 
be a question mark, but there’s little doubt about the 
boat-building business here.
The latest of two locally-built boats is the 24-foot 
mini-troller from R.F.C. Marine Ltd., 2060 White 
Birch Road.
Launched Feb. 1, this one-man fishing boat is based 
on R.F.C.’s earlier success — the Coaster 23 hull.
The boat-building business for R.F.C. goes back 
about two years when, according to Dick Chudley of 
R.F.C., a Swedish manufacturer of a similar boat 
stopped production.
“There was nothing else to fill that market,’’ said 
Chudley, so he approached Sidney boat builder and 
designer, John Lovett, with plans for a replacement.
“1 specified what I wanted the boat to do and the 
features 1 wanted developed, and John designed the 
deck,’’said Chudley.
They came up with the Coaster 23 — an economical 
diesel motor cruiser based on an east coast lobster boat 
hull. The boat has adequate accomodation for short
range cruising for four people, together with an ex­
cellent sports-fishing capability.
Features include a sliding sun roof hatch, separate 
head compartment, self-bailing cockpit, and an engine 
that consumes one gallon of diesel fuel per hour at 
nine knots.
In other words, said Chudley, it’s for the 
recreational boater who is looking for something a bit 
more economical and slightly different than the usual 
high-speed runabout.
The prototype was launched last summer and 
R.F.C. has been building to order since last July. To 
date, the four-man work crew has built six, but has 
orders for three more.
Chudley said they produce about one boat every 
four weeks from the construction site on Bowerbank, 
and have already planned a larger model to be in 
production by fall.
The “mini-troller’’ concept for the Coaster 23 
came about when Saltspring Island fisherman Mike 
Spencer took a look at the new boat last year and 
wondered if it would be possible to extend the hull to 
make a troller of her.
“I guess we could stretch things ,a little,’’ com­
mented Chudley — and so the idea of working boat 
was born. It was a roundabout route — from a 
pleasure boat hull that was originally derived from a 
working boat.
The Coaster troller has a two-ton ‘A’ licence and 
said Chudley, Spencer is “delighted with the per­
formance put out by the 60 horsepower, four-cylinder 
Perkins engine.
The standard 23-foot Coaster has a Perkins 50 h.p., 
giving it a crusing speed of nine knots. With the ad­
ditional weight of the fishboat, she achieves about the 
same with the larger engine.
Marketed by National Boat Sales of Sidney, the 
Coaster Troller starts at about $25,000, “depending 
on the engine,’’ said Chudley, and kits are available 
for those handy with tools.
“We hope it will be of interest to people looking for 
a one-man working/fishing boat,’’ said Chudley.
Chudley said the boat is being built in Sidney 
“because the people with the skills and interest are 
here.’’ However, he pointed out that freight costs and 
the high cost of industrial space in Sidney compared to 
some spots on the lower Mainland make it a little 
inconvenient for small industries.
;
Jhe three peninsula 
miinicipalifies’‘will receive a 
total of nearly $225,000 
more in unconditional 
municipal grants this year 
from the : : provincial 
government titan they did 
last year.
And, as could be ex­
pected, local municipal 
politicians were pleased 
:with the increase. >
Central Saanich received 
the largest increase — more 
than $100,000 over last 
year’s grant: from $369,364 
in 1979 to $469,697 this 
year — a 27 per cent in-
r --------------------— J. A
lyiLin
BUIIBML
^ HROIHERS ASSOCIATE STORE ^
SF.RVINC TlIKIMvMNSlJLA WITH A I UI L 
RANCKOF IIUII.DINC SIJPIM.IKS.
2046 KEATING X RD. 652-1121
'crease.':.
North Saanich received a 
22 per cent hike, front 
$232,704 last year to 
$284,073 this year!($51,369 
increase).
Meanwhile, Sidney was 
given a 21 per cent increase 
over its $343,923 grant in 
1979 to $415,942 this year 
($72,019 jump).
“Any increase is going to 
help’’, Sidney mayor 
Norma Sealey said, but 
added council will not know 
exactly how much it will 
help until its budget is 
finalized.
“It’s more than we 
expected and will make a 
difference,” commented 
North Saanich Mayor Eric 
Sherwood, H e
cungratu 1 a t ed the
provincial government and 
called the increase “a good' 
thing.”
On another front, 
Sherwood said the value of 
a mill will increase this year 
in North Saanich, but 
council hopes to hold the 
mill ratc at last year’s level.
But he .said council will 
have to be “canny” with 
the budget because North 
Saanich faces the prospect 
of paying policing costs 
within the next year or two.
When the population 
within a municipality grows 
to more than 5,000 it must 
start paying policing costs. 
North Saanich has been 
under 5,0(X) mark, but will 
probably be above that 
when the next census is 
taken — sometime within
the next two years.V 
■ j: M u hie i pal AT fairs 
Minister Bill Vander Zalm 
took a similar view with ■ 
regard to mill rates 
following announcement of 
the increase in municipal , 
grants.
“An increa.se of this 
magnitude should help 
municipai councils to 
restrain property taxes in 
1980,” Vander Zalin said.
Finance Minister Hugh 
Curtis, MLA for Saanich 
and the Islands said the 
increase “reflects the 
province’s encouraging 
economic prospects .”
JEANS Levis, Le Cullotier, Big Blue, GWG, 
Leo Chevalier, Tyme, «
Pulse, Stop One 1 \}/0
•CORDS-All Cords-10%®"
•SATIN JACKETS 50%“" 
•MEN’S DRESS PANTS 25%“" 
•ALL SWEATERS 30%“"
2437 Beacon Ave., Sidney Open 9;00.5:3fl
contest
A special feature of the 
Victoria No, 90 Toa.si- 
mislre.^s Club i-eb. 20 will 
be the annual speech 
contest to be held at 9:30 
ii.m. ill ilu.' Victoria West 
Com in unity Y, 521 
L’raigl'lower Road. Judges 
will be Mayor Jean Butler 
of Central Satmich; Sylvia 
I.udlow, Arbutus ■roast- 
mistress Club; and Jack 
Inkpen, riiundcrbird 396 
I'oasimaster dub.
Everyone is welcome. For 
ibose planning to alieiul or 
lor more informulion 





Vini'll find .1 
triond vvluMi' you 
, son this sign.
Ic'l' nioro iniotmaiion 
tall
VitKjiiit , ,ro tins
' ' '" ! (Ah
Til niiii! fclZ.41.18
til
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Jim Waddell [right] accepts certificate of merit from SPCA *5 Joe 
Heald,
After more than 25 years of feeding a 
one-legged seagull, Sidney’s Jim 
Waddell has received some official 
recognition — and that comes from the 
Victoria branch of the Society for the 
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals 
(SPGA).
The 68-year-old Waddell, of 9523 
Maryland Drive, has been feeding the 
seagull - appropriately named 
“Stumpy” —- bits of bread crust and 
herring since 1955, when the bird first 
appeared at the Waddell home on 
Frances Avenue in Victoria.
When Waddell and wife Doris moved 
to Sidney in 1972, the bird did not,
follow, and so Waddel was forced to 
make the daily trip into Victoria to his 
old home.
Waddell’s daily trek has been well- 
publicized with articles featured in both 
The Review and the two Victoria dailies, 
as well as a special item carried on local 
and national television.
But perhaps even more rewarding is 
the certificate of merit from the SPCA 
“in recognition of outstanding and 
meritous service.”
SPCA secretary-manager Joe Heald, 
9260 Ardmore Drive, said the Victoria 
branch was impressed and pleased with 





Two peninsula drivers 
were handed jail sentences 
in Victoria provincial court 
last week after pleading 
guilty to driving while 
under suspension.
Victor Maurice Tur- 
chynski, 35, of Sidney, was 
sentenced to a 30-day jail 
term to be served in­
termittently. Crown council 
Don Laughton told Judge 
Harold Alder that Tur- 
chynski was stopped on 
Beacon Avenue about 1:35 
a.m. Aug. 17, because he 
was speeding.
Turchynski had been 
suspended since Sept. 24, 
1976 following his fifth and 
sixth convictions for 
drinking and driving. At 




Gilbert Hogg gave 20-year- 
old David Lome Bartleman 
of 850 Stelly’s crossroad 
concurrent 14-day jail terms 
for driving with a blood 
alcohol content over .08 
and driving while 
suspended.
Crown counsel Richard 
Law said Bartlemen was 
convicted June 4, 1979, in 
Delta of driving with a 
blood alcohol content over 
.08 and was fined $100. 
Then, on Jan. 7, 1980 in 
Victoria he was convicted 
of dangerous driving and 
handed a suspended sen­
tence and placed on 




Sidney post office on 
Beacon Avenue will close at 
4 p.m. Feb. 18 to allow 
employees four consecutive 
hours in yvhich to cast their 
vote in the federal election, 
as required by the Canada 
Election Act. V ! ,
What's worse than 
missing the boat?
Missing the boat and not 
ha^-ing MSA Trip Cancellation Protection!
Everything's set for the big vacation . . . tickets all bought and paid 
for, clothes packed . . . and you're called for jury duty. Or Aunt 
Marge calls from the hospital to say she's broken her leg and you can't 
stay at her house after all. Or any of a dozen good reasons to cancel 
or delay your trip.
MSA Trip Cancellation Protection pays for the non-refundable part of 
your ticket when your travel plans have to be cancelled; the return 
fare if you have to come home early, or out-of-pocket expenses if the 
trip home is delayed, and more.
The point is, when you plan for your vacation, it makes good sense to 
purchase MSA Trip Cancellation Protection as well.
Along with the Medical and Hospital, Travel Accident 
■ and Baggage Protection plans, it's part of the 
Total Travel Protection Plan 
offered by MSA,
MSA Travel Protection 
Take 12S. with you ; ^ 
;wlien:yoii ;go. s -v";
AM : 25-year-61d ; was 
handed a suspended sen­
tence, placed on 18 months 
probation, and ordered to 
perform 150 hours of 
community service work 
after pleading guilty to four 
break-ins and one at­
tempted break-in Jan. 4 at a 
Brentwood shopping 
centre.
Noble Neil Saunders, of 
no fixed address, changed 
his pleas to guilty in con­
nection with break-ins at 
Brentwood Cleaners, 
Brentwood Reddi Chef, 
Trafalgar Hair Trend, and 
Brentwbod Florists, and an 
attempted break-in at 
Village Toy Shop — all In 
the 7100 block West 
Saanich Road.
Crown counsel Robert 
Mulligan said $22 was taken 
from the cleaners, $80 from 
the Reddi Chef, $142 from 
the beauty salon, and 
nothing from the other two 
businesses. Damage to all 
est abli.sh ments was 
estimated at $160.
Defence lawyer Victor 
Simpson said Saunders, a 
racetrack c,\crci.se boy in 
Victoria, Vancouver and 
Seattic. vvas drinking at the 
time and was depressed 
over his financial position.
Fire crews
Judge William Ostler said Saunders had already spent 
he was taking into con- a month in jail awaiting 




for 111)1017 or death. If you iue the victim of such an accident, and you caixy this
Two North Saanich crews 
received letters of thunks 
from area residents at a 
recent council meeting, 
North Saanich voluittcer 
fire departtnent was 
congratulated by R.W. 
Saunders, 701 llracrnar, fot’ 
“an excellent job” fighting 
u small fire at his home Jan. 
10.
Saunders said in a letter 
to council, “The fire was 
put dill quickly and par­
ticular care taken to reduce 
damage to the minimum 
possible.
"The crew is obviously 
well trained and highly 
motivated,” he concluded,
Meanwhile, F. lllauuw,
' f 0 0 8 6 M n (1 r o n n D r i v i*, 
praised inunicipal works 
crew for its job during the 
recent snowstorm, filnnuw 
said lire crew “did a pood 
job” and deserved a vote of 
thanks,
^IKERY











"Sorry for any incom/finiftnee."
the higher limit.
death iind funeral benefits) are insufficient to cover y^oiir needs, this option allows
m
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SIDNEY MEAT MARKET
9786 - 2nd Street 656-7535
SPECIAL
Canada “A” t-ccSIDE OF BEEF...................  . . .lb.’I®
HIND QUARTER............................. lb. ’1“
SIDE OF PORK............................... LB.'1“*
WeighHMsjn^cuMlngJbonin^an^^rlmmJn^winMncreoso^hiB^^
©ultete '80
The Wind in the 
Willo ws, a Peninsula 
Players Production of 
Kenneth Grahame ’5 
famous book, plays at 
Brentwood elementary 
Feb. IS, 16 and 17 and 
at Sidney elementary 
Feb. 22,23 and24.
Tom Cronk Photo
Toad [played by Heather Bayers] with Jack Weasel [Alan Dunn] ... and Badger [Alex Gumming]
One-man art show at Panorama
Your Autoplan Renewal costs the same 
whether you deal with us, your local agent, 
or the Motor Vehicle Branch - 
and we are Open Saturdays
Phone for an appointment to suit 
your convenience
^ofdon cJCid,
For Ladies & Men
WIDE SELECTION OF LEATHER 
COATS, SUEDES & ULTRA 
SUEDES - ACCESSORIES ETC. ■
DRESS MAKING AND 
DESIGNING — ALTERATIONS 
2497 BEACON AVE. 656-0331
A one-man art exhibition 
by Frank Bass, 7025 
Hagan, takes place 10 a.m. 
to 4 p.m. March 21 through 
24 at the Panorama Leisure 
Centre.
Bass, a former graduate 
of the London, England, 
Slade Art School, taught at 
Mount View school for a 
number of years before 
retiring. Now he’s president
Est. 1912
9:30 to 4:00








CAB IM e rs/Foztd I TV ee.
of Central Saanich Arts and 
Crafts Society and heads up 
classes in an art program at 
Shady Creek Church Hall 
in Brentwood Bay.
The exhibition includes 





Two new missionaries of 
(he Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter-day Saints 
(Mormon) have been 
assigned to Sidney. Elder 
Edward Engh and Elder 
Heilala Finau will be 
teaching people who are 
interested in the beliefs of 
Mormons. /
To contact the edlers 
phone 656-1396.
For book lovers all. 
rK5
3-2417 Beacon Ave. (next to Post Office) 
'■656-7422^'
NEW ARRIVALS:





Mon:, Thurs., Fri. & Sat; Tues. & Wed. 
9:30 - 5 p.m. ^ ^ 1:30 - 5 p.m.^:
Where were you in ’65? That was the year the Beatles 
were securing their stranglehold on the North American 
pop music scene.
It was also the year North Saanich ceased its 
operation as a senior high school.
Now all those teachers and graduates of the old North 
Saanich senior high prior to 1965 have a chance to see 
what became of colleagues and classmates at a reunion 
set for sometime in June. -
It’s being organized by Linda (Wilson) Foley and ^ 
Julie (Cox) McCaig — both graduates of the 1965 class.
Linda Foley said the exact date for the reunion hasn’t 
been set yet because they are not sure when the school 
will'be available.
But what is certain is the open house at the school and 
something like a “monster picnic”.
“It’s so everyone can meet old whatsit they’ve heard 
about but never laid eyes on,” said Linda.
Those staff and students who graduated prior to 1965 
and who are interested in the reunion can receive more 
information by contacting Linda at 652-2248 or 6275 
Rodolph Road, Sidney, BiC. V8Z 5V9; and Julie 












“ ,.’P 11 PORK SIDES
1 CUSTOM CUT $ I 09
i BEEF PACK 1
$b:q50
35 LB. V Jr 1
F?0^ CHOPS
LNDCJT
1 10 LB. lO iJL
1 $139 $199
1 1,1), iJi LI). JL
VARIETY PACK 
$7Q50l
60 LI). B ^ 1
H Wolght lom In culting. boning ond Uimming will incrociio llio ptico
H por pound.
1 Mmt.-T hur. «-5 p.m.; ItI. 8-6 p.m.j Closed Sal. & SunT
1 Island View Freezer Ltd.




Central Saanich public 
works cornmittee has 
decided to up-grade its 
municipal grader rather 
than buy a hew one.:
: ? A: new; transmission, '’to( 
replace the one that ‘ ‘ blew” 
recently, would cost about 
*$10,000 while a new grader 
: would be aboutfSlio.OpO. /
' . At the same ' meeting: 
: M o n d a y, c o m m i 11 e e 
decided to sell an air 
compressor and dump truck 
.for the highest tenders 
offered. They were $2,100 
and $2,300 respectively.




An application for 
permission to close a road 
in the Salem Sea-Sites 
subdivision on Neptune 
Road was sent to committee 
A for study at a recent 
Nortii Saanich council 
meeting.
Erich Salm — president 
of Salem Seat-Sites l td.. 
407 Newport Ave., Victoria 
— wrote cauncil tlie road 
should he closed for en- 
vironrneniiil reasons and to 
save on municipal road 
maintenanee costs.
, “ riie rural, environment 
would be kept up better it' ti 
large asphalt area which 
Avouki serve as access to 
only a single lot could be 
avoided,” said Salm.
"A consideiable amount 
of municipal road main­
tenance could be avoidetl as 
a result of such a . load 
closure,”'
Salm also told council tlie 
clumge will increase one of 
tlie lots in the subdivision, 
and that Salem Sea-Sites 
Ltd, is prepared “to pay the 
municipality a reasonable 
price for tlie land” gained 
by closing tlie road,
"DC) YOU HAVC A PIRIUMID IVI SOOT?"
\Snmhine Seeretariai Sermee
656-5641 2452 Bmcon A I'l?,
“FOR AI.L\mm TVPING NEIUlb”
flea market 
slated
Prospect l ake Com- 
nuinity Association is 
spoiuArlng ' a <tx) C.’.vd 
Parly I'eb, 2.3 at 8 p.m, in 
the Cornmimity Hall at 
53158/ Spartan Ud. 
Adiui.ssiou ii, vvciyone 
welcome.
Also, a flea maiket will 
be held ,\p(il 19, anyone 
wiHilitg to iJiWik ii tabic
should phone 479-843().






■• -.^ , ■'"■■ ■ ■ •■ ' ' ^■'■"Law of the Sea
-':: '■
"Veterans
LOCAL ISSUES "Tanker Route Proposals
"Environmental Control ieasures 
"Pensions and Indexation 
“Commercial and Sports Fisheries
^Sidney Wharf and Breakwater 
"CFB Esquimalt Construction Programme
i
■;, pH ; '.
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:■ aT
FOR INFORMATION or TRANSPORTATION: 3948 Quadra St., Victoria
656-0101
; 1253c EsquimaSt Rd.,'Esquimalt.>384-6154;
A ,
INSERTED BY MUNRO CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE







XU per person 
Includes Transportation and Tickets
Sponsored by:
COnMAC STAGE'S TRAlfEL CLUB
Tickets available now at the front desk
Victoria Airport Traveiodge
OFFICIAL SAANICH PENINSULA MINOR HOCKEY ASSOC. STATISTICS
Games ' , gooIc
Played Wins Losses Ties Points Against
17 8 7 2 18 75 63
17 8 8 1
17 6 6 5
17 7 8 2
BANTAM DIVISION 
Cornish’s Book & Stationery 













PEE WEE DIVISION 
Sidney Bakery 
Mary’s Coffee Bar 






























The above divisions have played out their schedule. Playoffs start next week.
PUP DIVISION
Bob Whyte Marine 18 14 3 1 29 85 47
Sidney Pharmacy 18 10 6 2 22 71 49
Sidney Lions 18 8 8 2 18 55 61
C. Saan. Vol. Fire & Police 18 7 7 4 18 66 65
Saan. Pen. Credit Union 18 6 11 ' 1 13 62 82
Canadian Legion 18 3 13 2 8 52 77
PUP ‘B’ DIVISION
Island Furniture 13 9 2 2 20 87 61
Sidney Kiwanis 13 2 9 2 6 61 87
RUSSELL KERR 
FUELS LTD,
FURMACE S STOVE OIL
T«r LOCALLY OWMED AND OPERATED 
^ LOCAL BlLLtNG
7«r DEPENDABLE AUTOMATIC DELIVERY 
> BURNER SERVICE 
^ PARTS PROTECTION PLAN^^^^^^^^^^^
SIDNEY, B.C.
S56-2132:
-j WHY STAND IN LINE?
AVOID THE LAST MINUTE RUSH.
COME IN NOW TO
SPECIAL EXTENDED HOURS:
8:30 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. 
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
MON. to FRI.
(Feb. 18th to 29th)
SATURDAYS
(Feb. 23rd and March 1st)
7173 WEST SAANICH RD.
BRENTWOOD BAY 6521141
S59.95'
Right now, you can spend 3 days and 2 nights in the deluxe 
accommodations of one of Vancouver’s most respected
plus 5% room tax
Single or double occupancy.
Free parking.
And one of the finest seafood restaurants in the city.
It's also within walking distance of^jusl about evonj'thing
this magic city has to offer. Gastown. Pacific Centro. . 
Seabus. Stanley Park. The Art Gallery, Theatres. Nightclubs.
Gome for a weekend. You’ll want to stay forever.
^Otfof expires March ^Ist, 1980
For rosorvatlona or Information, call 000“663*9491 - toll frool
THE DEVONSHIRE HOTa
049 Woal Goorglfli Gtreol, Vancouver, B.C, V6C IPO 
Toll (604)60^6401. Tolox: 04-511012,
EXHIBITION GAME
Freight loses
Sidney Freight and 
Traveiodge will square off 
tonight (Wednesday) with 
all the marbles on the line, 
separated only by two 
points in the standings. 
Traveiodge holds the ad­
vantage in points and has 
beaten Freight handily 
twice this season as oppo.sed 
to the lone victory by 
Freight.
Also on the line is the 
scoring championship, 
hotly contested by Ron 
Smith and Tom Brooks of 
Sidney Freight, and Ken 
Poskitt of Traveiodge. 
Smith is nicely in the lead 
with 45 points followed by 
Brooks and Poskitt who are 
tied af 38 points.^ 
t Fourth in the scoring 
statistics is Gary Shumka of 
; Sidney Freight ' with “34 
points, and with two ganies 
remaihirig in the schedule^ 
;he cannot be counted out of 
the'race. :L.‘
Sidney Freight played an 
exhibition game against the 
Victoria Athletic Oldtimers 
Saturday night, and 
although they put up a good 
fight, lost 9-7 to the Pacific 
Coast ‘C’ Division 
champions.
The game was fast and 
provided exciting end-to- 
end action as well as Top 
e.xamples of stick-handling 
and puck control. Freight 
was obviously at a 
disadvantage, being used to 
the hitting-game which by 
Oldtimer’s rules is not 
allowed, and seemingly lost 
without the use of their 
driving slap-shots.
The fast pace of the 
contest made it well worth 
watching, and enjoyable 
from a spectator’s point of 
view: ; There will \ be a^ fe- ; 
match in Victoria J .at 
Memorial Arena,: the : date
Alan Benn was 
game at Parkland's school. Belmont won game 87-65^
Tom Cronk Photo
and; tirne^^ whichTs yet to i’T < ;
;be announCeSljTT'':' -7^^ 'T;
More than 40 fish were 
weighed-in at Tuli.sta Park 
Feb. 10 when Sidney 
Anglers held their annual 
one-day Salmon derby.
Tom Poulson landed the 
largest fish which wcighccl- 
in at 14 pounds 6 ounces 
aiui captured first prize, a 
catalytic heater.
Penny DuTemple came 
second with a 13 pound H 
ouach fish followed by 
Tony Ro.se in third place 
with a 10 pound 2 ounce 
salmon.
Other prize winners were 
Ary Heincn (9 pourids 11 
mmccs, Andy Owen (9 
pounds, 4 ounces), Lmie 
Curley and Gary Koininski 
(lied at 8 pounds, 14
ounces),
The hidden weight prize, 
was won by Sid Wallace, 
with his 5 pound 13 ounce 
catch, closest to the 5 
pound 8 ounce hidden 
weight.'
According to Tom Davis, 
of Rhys Davis fishing 
supplies, most of the fish 
were caught near Coal 
Island, Sidney Spit, and the 
powder wharf on .lames 
Island. Davis said that there 
were some large whaler, 
feeding in some of the 
prime fishing spots during 
the derby, which probably 
had an effect on the size 
and number of the fish 
taken,7 ■ .
TOM CRONK
“Where have all the Blue 
One’s gone?” asked four- 
year-old Aaron • Dowd, 
squinting through the 
photographer’s camera 
following an almost 
unheard of action by the 
Sooke Bantam ‘B’ Rep 
coach, who removed his 
team from the ice at 
Panorama Leisure Centre 
Saturday with 2:39 left to 
play in the game.
The Sooke Legion squad 
did not return to the ice to 
finish the contest which was 
well under the control of 
the local Harvey’s Sporting 
Goods Eagles, by a score of 
10-3 at that point, and as a 
result, the coach of the 
team could be facing a 
suspension from minor 
hockey for a full season or 
longer.
The Canadian Amateur 
Hockey Association Ride 
Book states that if any team 
is withdrawn from the ice, 
or if on the ice, fails to 
commence play within two 
minutes of being ordered to 
do .so by the referee in 
charge, the game or scries 
will be suspended.
The manager, coach, or 
official and/or any players 
of the team which is 
responsible for any of these 
act ions may be suspended
for one year or more from 
the date of the infraction.
The team had drawn 16 
penalties during the contest 
10 of which were incurred 
during the final period.
The Eagles played well 
following a .shaky first 
period allowing Sooke three 
goals, although they 
recovered enough to leave 
the ice down only one goal,
A four-goal explosion in 
the second period, followed 
by four more in the third 
put the cap on the game, 
while goaltendcr Sean
Strandberg,, and the 
defensive trio of John 
Fram, Peter Heywood, and 
Peter Classen closed ranks 
tight enough to blank the 
Sooke squad entirely.
The Eagles were not at 
full strength for the game 
since Mike Howell suffered 
a broken leg during an 
exhibition game against 
Cowichan last week, and 
Blair Philp was sitting out a 
game suspension due to a 
misconduct he earned for 
words during the last game 
against Saanich
„ Goaltender Brad Post 
was out of action for the 
majority of Saturday’s 
game but should be back in 
the line-up Monday night. 
Blair Philp will also be 
eligible to play in the next 
game.
Although it is not yet 
official, indications are the 
local squad has control of 
first place in the league, and 
may have the league 
championship wrapped up.
League standings .should 
be available shortly.
WANTED
Canada 1968 and prior 
U.S. 1964 and prior 
G.B. 1946 and prior
Olympic Silver Coins ;
384-7622
(7 DAYS A WEEK) !Jansen attempts to calm dejected Shelboimw Chief's goaliender
Tom Cronk Photo





Division 8 Peninsula 
Kickers romped to a 5-1 
victory over the 
Bays/United Oliver 
Hounds during an 
exhibition match Saturday.
Mike Taekema scored 
two goals, had one 
disallowed, and rapped a 
’ shot off a goal-post during 
the game which was 
dominated entirely by the 
■ local squad. Taekema was 
named the outstanding 
team player by his coach, 
who said he also forced the 
Bays/United keeper to 
make some difficult diving 
saves.
Daniel Romain con­
trolled play well at centre- 
half and scored a goal on a 
penalty kick, while Daniel 
Hamilton and John 
McCartney scored the other 
Kicker’s goals.
Solid defensive play be 
Geoff Morrison, Chris 
Adam, and Darryl 
Baechler, made life easy for 
keeper Paul McIntyre. 
McIntyre’s hopes for a 
shut-out were dashed when 
a bouncing, twisting shot 
eluded his grasp, with only 
five minutes remaining in 
the game.
James Redfern at centre- 
half, Kenny Wright the full­
back, and Thomas Smart at 
inside left were named
outstanding players for the 
Peninsula Steelers who 
came from behind to tie 
Prospect Lake Dura 
Construction 2-2 in their 
Division 8 exhibition 
match.
Coach Tom Doyle says 
the team showed great 
determination against a 
tough Prospect Lake team 
whose fullbacks had 
controlled the first half of 
the game and showed great 
poise and ball control.
The Steelers applied 
pressure during the second 
half and forced the Con­
struction squad to give up a 
penalty kick, on which 
James Redfern scored. 
Redfern also scored the 
second Steelers goal on an 
excellent three-way passing 
play from Jason Bonneau 
and David Doyle, late in the 
game.
Other scores during the 
weekend:
Div 4: Cougars 6 JDF 
Domans 1; Thunderbirds 0 
B/U Ocean Construction 2.
Div 5: Dolphins 2 Gorge 
Canadians 6.
Div 6: Hornets 1 Pros. 
Lk. A.A. Trans. 2. Cobras 
bye.
Div 7: Eagles 0 Pros. Lk 
Oldfield Ser. 2; Warriors vs 
JdF FOE cancelled
Div. 8: Kickers 5 B/U 
Oliver Hounds 1; Steelers 2 
Pros. Lk Dura Const. 2; 
Rovers 0 Gorge Royals 1.
1980
. . . COME TO
SIDNEY REALTY LTD.
FOR YOUR 1980 RENEWAL
No long Line-ups
'k Personal Attention to your Insurance Needs
★ Autoplan Renewals Processed Speedily, 
Efficiently and with a Cheerful Smile
★ The Best Service Costs No More
SIDNEY REALTY LTD 
656-3928
2348 BEACON AVE., SIDNEY









2. T. Brooks 
3 . K. Poskitt 
4. G: Shumka 
















GP W GF GA PTS
: 2 1 104 57 2
3 1 126 51 2
11 0 75 126
:: 13 } : 0 ■::52 } 122
TEAM '.; ■}: G. A. Pts
Sidney Freight 27- 1,8,, 45
Sidney Freight 19/ 19 38'
Traveiodge . /"'■J6''. 21 38
Sidney Freight : 20 / 14 34
Hotel Sidney /■'-is:/ 17 32
Traveiodge 9 22 31
Traveiodge 12 14 26
Sidney Freight 12 13 25
Sidney Freight 11 14 : 25
Hotel Sidney 11 14 25.
Hotel Sidney 13 n 24
Sidney Freight 5 19 24
Traveiodge 14 9 23
Texaco 14 8 22
Hotel Sidney 11 11 22
Hotel Sidney 11 10 21
Sidney Freight 7 13 20
Traveiodge 10 7 17
Texaco 7 10 17
Traveiodge 4 13 17
Hobbit's defense played strong game 
during weekend contest against Oak 
Bay Sanderlings but local squad lost,
Tom Cronk Photo
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
7154 W. SAANICH m, 
Brentwood Bay
Specializing
'" SEAFOOD & STEAKS
Let us give your lady 
a Valentines flower.
Quiche Lorraine 
Soup or Salad Bar
Cod Fillets Hawaiian









Friday Crab Night Special
With Salad Bar *8“
Salad Bar Included in All Dinners
—FULL YIJCENCED-
Open from 5:00 p.m. Daily
(closed Tuesdays) ^
SWEET and SOUR STYLE $




PORK BUn ROAST ib.
Boneless Beef






Sweet 'n Sour Cut GROUND 







Gainers 6 oz. pkg.
LUNCH MEATS
$139






Defending AA division, Victoria high school boy's 
basketball champion, the Parkland Panthers, went 
down to defeat at the hands of the Belmont Braves, 
Friday night, 88-67,
The loss put the Panthers at .5(.)0 for the season with 
three wins and three losses.
Belmont couldn't keep Panther's John Ibbotson off 
the scoreboard as the big man scored 18 points for the 
local squad. Guy Hunter scored 14 additional points to 
aid the Panther's cause.
Top scorer for the Braves, Mark Haas, hit for 26 
points with teanmnlc AI Cole close at 23 for the night.
Ibbotson was hot again Saturday night as the Pan­
thers rebounded from their Friday loss with a victory 
over the Mount Dougins Rams, 68-5.3. He was 
responsible for 20 of the Pnnihcr\s points and in ad­
dition, controlled, the backboard well, coming up with 
17'rebounds,
Rob Halnier scored 16 points to aid the Panther clfort 
— an effort which moved the local squad into third 
place in the “AA’ Boys Basketball Division.
Ibbotson, has been averaging more than 20 points per 
game midway through the sea.son. Panthers are still 

















Cathy Patterson scored 
the lone goal for the 
Hobbits, the peninsula 
ladies field hockey team, 
during a losing effort 
against Oak Bay San* 
detlings at the Oak Bay 
Oval Saturday.
Pain Warrington and 
Rani John played well as 
did the Hobbits defence, 
who stilled many n San* 
derling ailack. Hobbits 
were shorihnnded for the 
entire match but managed 
to put up a good show, 
forcing the Sanderlings to 












■f.frf'i ^ •W,; ,
IN LAWN CARE • GARDENING • LANDSCAPING 
CONSTRUCTION • FARMING • GROUNDS MAINTENANCE
Tho strong porformors • avnilablo In 2 or 4 whool drive • 
nCKlciilUirnl or Turf tires from 15 to 3a H.P, in 5 models. For 
comforf - economy • fuel efficiency (gns A dirrsol) choose n
Satoh. Complete line of aftachmenfs availablo,
Bros.
"Serving the Peninsula for 50 years”










69*Maling 10 oz. tin
Bean Sprouts



















[SUEYCHQY 2 lbs. 49*
California Choice
NAVEL ORANGES 1K $100!bs« ,,, ■ 1
1 Florida Pink or White
5., 89* B.C. Grown No. 1 nmlb. 1 1[grapefruit MUSHROOMS




Room For New 
Spring Arrivals]
Planned
HELP us & SAVE rfi
Va OFF
ENTIRE STOCK OF FALL 
AND WINTER MERCHANDISE 
NOT SELECTED ITEMS — COMPLETE STOCK
Sizes 5- 44, 12%-24%
Styles for All Ages
for dogs?
^Si^ns of the time ’ ’ compete for passing motorist's eye along Pat Bay High way.
Sidney resident selected 
for volunteer work abroad
Barry Hack, 836 Lands 
End Road, Sidney, is 
among 120 volunteers
or
recently chosen from across 
Canada by Canadian 
Crossroads International, 
to work with local people 
on urban and rural self-help 
projects in developing 
countries.
CCI’s 1980 contingent of 
French and English- 
speaking Canadians will 
depart May and September 
for placements in Asia, 
Africa, South America and 
the Caribbean.
Throughout their four- Barry Hack
ilil Why go farther afield for Rea! Es­tate Service when you have fully- 
qualified people right here in Sid­
ney? The Realtors at any one of 
the Sidney-based firms know the 
area better, are more informed 
_atout the Municipal regulations;, 
are more ahxi^ 


































month stint abroad, 
volunteers will serve on 
projects in education, 
health care, agriculture 
community . development 
and construction. They 
must personally raise $750 
towards the cost of their 
placement and, after their 
return, commit 200 hours to 
promoting awareness of 
developing countries in 
their communities.
Canadian Crossroads 
International is a volunteer- 
operated, non-profit 
organization with over 96 
associated chapters 




To Deal With Govemment
Occasionally, ono lincls a ciiiHlitlaic for public office whose qualifications anti
support across normal party lines and
from people in all walks of lift),
Dr. Gerry Kristianson is such a candidate. His background as a scholar, a 
university professor, a Canadliin diplomat, an executive a.ssistant, and a local 
businessman, has given him .skills which will ensure that the voters of Hsqiiimalt 
Saanich are well repre.sented In Ottawa.
l lis record during six yeans as a .school trustee in vSaanich and during two years a.s 
School Board Chairman shows t hat ht.- is one of the few elected officiiils who can 
ensure that the public receives good value for its hard earned tax dollans.
VVe, the undersigned believe Gerry Kri.stian.son would make an out.standing 
Member of Parliament. We ilrge his support bv n.squimalt'Saanich voters.
ELECT HIM
LET HIM SERVE YOU...
What better place to hold 
a ‘‘Van - rally” than Van-; 
couver Island?; And what - 
better spot on Vancouver 
Island than the Sid­
ney/North Saanich area? ,
Those are the kind of 
questions the Moonlight 
Van Club of Victoria must 
have asked itself as it 
prepares for an in­
ternational van rally 
sometime in late Sep­
tember.
The van club wrote to 
North Saanich council 
informing it that Jim 
Keeling Sr. — owner of 
Sandown Raceway — has 
indicated that Sandown is 
willing to host the proposed 
rally free of charge.
However, the club asked 
council lor its approval in 
order to begin the necessary 
work for the rally.
The club said it hopes to 
also enlist the support of 
operators of tourist at­
tractions throughout the 
southern Island to ‘‘help 
entertain our guests” '— 
which they say will come 
from as far away as 
Saskatchewan- and 
California.
The Victoria club has 
been asked by the B.C. Van 
Association to sponsor the 
rtUly, and told council an 
excellent theme would be 
“to promote n tourist 
weekend” in the area.
Aid, Jim Cumniing 
suggested the letter go to 
Committee A to ensure 
sanitary facilities and other 
re<|ulremenls are available.
The Times of London may have stopped using the 
term ‘‘Ms.” in its news and editorial columns, but that 
doesn’t mean the battle for sexual equality has ceased.
On the contrary. North Saanich council has taken 
up the challenge to bring a little sexual equality to the 
animal world and has agreed to have another look at 
its dog licence fee structure.
Council made its decision after receiving a letter 
from Josephine Doman, 934 Birch Road, who pointed 
out the licence fee for an unspayed female is $15, but 
the fee for any other dog — including an unneutered 
male — is only $6.
Doman also notes the matter was brought to 
council’s attention last July by C. Girard — when the 
fee was first introduced. At that time council referred 
the matter to its solicitor for an opinion on the legality 
of the fee structure.
Doman wrote to council, ‘‘I agree that, if an owner 
of an unspayed bitch has to pay $15, then the same fee 
should be charged for an unneutered dog.
‘‘After all the rationale behind the raising of this 
fee, as explained to me by the mayor at that time 
(George Westwood), was that unspayed bitches in 
season attracted the dogs, who then wandered off 
killing sheep; therefore, if the dogs were neutered, 
they would not get the urge to wander.”
Doman adds, ‘‘1 would like to put forward a 
revolutionary point of view and that is that all dogs 
and bitches should be charged the same fee.”
She also suggests in the letter that the higher fee for 
unspayed females has been charged in the past to 
encourage owners to have their females spayed.
“May I suggest,” writes Doman, ‘‘that, with the 
high cost of spaying these days (minimum cost $60), 
that this does not work. People who have their dogs 
spayed do so because they do not want to be bothered 
with pups, not becuse the fee is $15 .”
Mayor Eric Sherwood — who as an alderman on 
last July’s council supported the proposed change in 
fee structure —• told council the proposed change was 
dropped because it was felt there was no need for it.
Sherwood said the fees present may be against the 
municipal bylaw, but they are acceptable to most 
residents.
In addition, he pointed out that every municipality 
in the Capital Region area has a similar bylaw, as does 
the Capital Regional District itself.
Sherwood suggested it was a good bylaw, even 
though it does not follow the letter of the law. 
However, he added he would be willing to see it 
changed if it is challenged. ^
Aid; Alan Cornford supported the change, arguing 
that just because other municipalities are wrong, there 
is no need for North Saanich to follow suit. He asked 
Jhat bburidl consider the change. ;;"* ; V S
Aid; Harold Parrott suggested there should be 
planned parenthood for dogs, and with that council 







Tourism Minister Pat Jordan will be guest 
speaker at Sidney-North Saanich chamber of 
commerce meeting Feb. 21 at Deep Cove 
Chalet Restaurant.
i ;
WORK FOR YOU. 
Esquimalt-Saanich 
Campaign Headquarters 
4512 West Saanich .Rd,
Fur Ride to Uie Pollb
Phone 479-8277
SpoTiftorfvl By Gony Kri.^tinnsori Election Committee
Terry O'Gmdyfjiwycr 
I Ians J. Schneklcf —
Ross Ingram
DQnMcKinmn--~-Sch(wl PrincipijI 
Rita MttcCosham — RetiredschcmHeacher 
Mary Kerr — Registered Nurse 
Marotd Parrott — Alderman, retired educator 
Diivki Am\v.rmn '---' UniiJersit}' lecturer 
Ken Vnneo —-Student 
BiATton — Uhrdrian
THE COST IS THE SAME TO YOU
For Friendly, EHicbnt Sorvico and Advlco, 
let Donold and Tom Sparling look 
after your Autoplon ronowol.
OPEN SATURDAYS 10 A.M.. 5 P.M.
Sparling Real Estate Ltd.
2489 Beacon Ave., Sidney, B.C.
Tel. 65G.ri5H
SERVING SIDNEY & NORTH SMNiCH SINCt 1926,
I I ,i|H'
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Pandora used for 
gas pipeline study Courage beats illness
B.C. Hydro has begun a program of underwater 
visual reconnaissance of portions of the sea floor of the 
Georgia Strait as studies continue on a southern route 
for a proposed natural gas pipeline to Vancouver 
Island.
The program is being conducted jointly by Hydro’s 
gas group and the federal government’s Institute of 
Ocean Sciences, 9860 West Saanich Road.
Hydro’s supervisor of pipeline design, Charlie Park, 
says the gas group is in the advanced stages of selection 
of a southern route for the pipeline. Provincial 
government Environment and Land Use Secretariat 
guide-lines for linear development are being followed, 
he says.
The institutes Pisces IV submarine will be used for 
the program, and Park says it is being equipped with a 
sub-sea positioning system, a video recording camera 
'and other special equipment by the Hydro gas group.
Support vessel for the launching and recovery of the 
submersible is the Pandora 11, supplied by Christensen 
-Canadian Enterprises Ltd., of Halifax, and managed by 
Bob Ward, of G.R. Ward Associates, 4th Avenue, 
Sidney.
Final decision on whether or not a gas pipeline to 
■ Vancouver Island is to be built and by whom is not 
expected to be made by the provincial government until 
studies are completed and alternative routes have been 
reviewed.
A remarkable display of 
courage, resourcefulness 
and determination were 
presented to members at the 
February meeting of the 
Old Age Pensioners’ 
Organization, Sidney 
branch.
Mrs. Anne Spicer, a 
frequent and appreciated 
speaker at the OAPO in­
troduced Mrs. Corinne 
Tench, who had been 
brought into hospital where 
Mrs. Spicer was a patient, 
as the result of a stroke.
Her relatives were 
summoned, for it seemed 
certain that she was about 
to die. But Corinne felt 
otherwise. She was enraged 
to hear people standing at 
the foot of her bed saying 
that she was dying. She 
could hear every word they 
were saying and un­
derstand, only she could 
make no response.
Her stroke was so severe 
that she could not even 
blink an eye, and Mrs. 
Tench, who had been an 
active and efficient nurse, 
found herself, at 40, totally 
dependent on others for 
everything.
Anne, her fellow-patient, 
became her constant 
support and encouragement 
and between them they 
halted and then reversed the 
course of the supposedly 
fatal stroke.
Now, seven years later, 
Corinne stood before 
pensioners and with a clear 
voice told them something 
of her struggle, and 
demonstrated some of the 
things she has learned to 
do.
Though she still has the
use of only the left hand, 
she has learned to do such 
familiar' but frustrating 
tasks as opening screw-top 
jars, darning and sewing, 
and attending to her own 
finger nails (which she does 
with an electric nail shaper, 
holding it between her 
knees and bringing the nails 
to it one by one).
That pensioners ap­
preciated the “guts” of 
these two determined 
women was obvious by the 
applause that followed their 
presentation.
In the business session 
that followed it was 
resolved a bingo would be 
held after the business 
meeting March 7. Old and 
new members are urged to 
attend.
•A delegation from the
Club plans 
pruning demo
Alderman wants plan 
for limited growth
branch will press Sidney 
council further for a four­
way stop at the intersection 
of Henry and Resthaven 
described as a dangerous 
corner with more traffic 
than the corner of 
McTavish and East Saanich 
or Keatings and West 
Saanich, both of which so 
equipped with four-way 
stop signs.
•The renowned All- 
Tones singers of the Cobble 
Hill branch, OAPO, have 
been invited to attend the 
April 3 meeting.
•Members were reminded 
that the home making 
service is available to all 
who need it. The aim is to 
enable elderly and han­
dicapped people to live in 
their own homes for as long 
as possible. For in­
formation about this 
service, phone Mrs. 
Buckingham at 656-1168.
The meeting was chaired 
by Arthur Evans, newly- 
elected president of the
branch. Mrs. Chapman 
presided at the piano; Mrs. 
McDickcn was recording 
secretary and Mrs. Doris 
Boshcr treasurer.
Sidney and North Saanich Garden Club plans a 
demonstration - pruning fruit trees 2 p.m. Saturday, at 
9386 Maryland Street, Sidney. Club members and any 
others who are interested in attending should dress for 
outdoors, a club spokesman said.
The regular monthly meeting of the club will be held 
Feb. 18 at 7:30 p.m. in the Margaret Vaughan Birch 
Hall, 4th Street, Sidney. Refreshments and a social get- 
together follows. New members are welcome.
service
Aid. George MacFarlane required,” he said, 
handed a bouquet to “They have never missed
Central Saanich postal a mail delivery — no matter
service staff Monday night, what the weather is like, 
saying he had been “It is an excellent service
disappointed in the national and I want to keep it that
service when he heard about way.” 
possible Saturday morning In a recent letter to 
closures of offices, but had council postal employees 
^ no complaints about the told of plans to curtail 
local people or staff. Saturday service in rural
“The postmasters in areas. Council was opposed 
Saanichton:;and Brentwood to.the idea and sent a letter 
; db an outstanding job and,, to the post master general 
well beyond what is asking for information..^o
We used to say we should 
plan for growth but now 
that thinking has changed, 
says Central Saanich 
alderman and mayoralty 
candidate Dave Hill.
“Let’s plan now for 
limiting growth,” he says.
Hill was responding at 
Monday night’s sub­
division and zoning 
committee meeting to a 
subdivision plan at the 
corner of Central Saanich 
and Bear Hill Roads which 
automatically requires a 33- 
foot road allowance be 
dedicated to the 
municipality for future 
road construction.
Residents have com- 
palined to council that the 
33-foot existing road is 
adequate and that any 
enlarging is unnecessary, 
unsightly and unwanted.
Municipal planner Gay 
Wheeler told council last 
week that the municipality 
should take the allowance 
': when '? the ■ ^subdivision' • is 
made because it is the only 
opportunity to get it for
nothing. He suggested it not 
be developed at this time.
But Hill doesn’t want the 
road allowance to be picked 
up by the municipality now 
or ever.
“We should be thinking 
of retaining our agricultural 
values and not encouraging 
roads,” he said flatly. 
“This sort of thing only 
increases pressures to put in 
a subdivision.
“Twenty years ago we 
didn’t have the Agricultural 
Land Reserve or the 
community plan. We were 
thinking of only one thing 
— growth. But we should 
plan to limit it now.
“The decisions we make 
now will dictate what we see 
around here in the next 20 
or 30 years, and one day, if 
we take this allowance, 
there will be a road through 
here.”
Aid. Earl Tabor argued 
that not taking the road 
allowance is not going to 
, Stop development r > {■ ■ 
j“W;e need thes;e corridors 
for water mains and sewers.
and besides if we don’t take 




municipality take the 
allowance and also that a 
road not be built.
Aid. Hill recorded his 




626 Esquimsit Rd. 
383-8515
iws J. One inch elmost 
invisible Venetian 




Loose Fill Vermlculite Insulation
3 cu. ft. Sk. Covers 20 sq. ft.. 2” thick.
$^75
^ SK.
Small Bdls. Cedar Shingles
Good for many uses, shims etc.














DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRI. 8:30 ■ 9:00 







DELSEY 4 roll 2 ply
TOILET TISSUE








4 STAR 14 oz. a -,*
STEWED TOMATOES 49^







Home of SLJP*ER savings!
In Downtown Sidney
Across from Sidney Hotel














Boil in a Bag Entree 9 oz.
LASAGNA, CHICKEN 
CHOW MEIN, BEEF STEW
$119






FULLY COOKED COmGE ROU

















BECEL 1 lb. pk.
MARGARINE






CANADA GR. A BEEF





BOLOGNA BY THE PIECE 
LIVER SAUSAGE 250 gr.
PORK CHOPPETTES








HAMBURGER 2*99 ■' i -r 'L
Ib.
GEESE























CAT FOOD A, $1“ftins I 00




WELCH'S 40oz. , '
PRUNE NEQER 69






















Let one of Sidney’s better 
builders, build your new 
home on a 50’ x 120’ lot 
that is close to all con- 
vcnienees & easy walking 
distance to town. 3 plans to 
choose from & many op­
tions.
'A acre treed lot in North 
Saanich. Slopes away from 
the road. Water fully paid 
for. $27,500.
Vi acre treed lot on Curteis 








'■ on '■ '■ ■
74x120 Ft. lot. 
Fireplace in Livingroom, 
eating area in Kitchen plus 
L-shape diningroom. 
Large sunny sundeck. 
Developed basement with 
4th bedroom or den. 3 pc. 
bath. Workshop, and 
1 arge rec.: room. Nicei y 
landscaped ; & fenced; 
Large patio ,with sunny 




j ? sDarlene Pedersen -
DEEP COVE
Two lots, side by side, 3/4 







Almost 4 acres level, 
cleared, water, sewer, good 
highway exposure, lowest 




This home has thermal 
windows, hcatilator 
fireplace and well in­
sulated. Three bedroom, 
large Living room. Kit­
chen with eating area. 




Live on one ’side, rent the 
other. Each unit has 3 
bedrooms. Sundecks off 
masterbedrooms. Partial 
basements with storage 
and utility rooms. Fully 
fenced, separate back 
yards, nicely landscaped. 
Car ports & storage shed. 
Good assumable mor­









Treed half acre lot with 
95’ of waierfronlagc. 
Sheitcred, good view, nciir 
marina, airport and ferry.
OPEN HOUSE 
Sat. & Sun. 2-4|i,in.
Jil'
Vista Del Mar 
KKIUi Tlilrd SI,
Several brand now suites 
available, lake this one for 
e.sainple - 2 bdrms, wall to 
wall eariu’i, eolored ap- 
plianeos, view, bemiiifnlly 
decorated, ihermoglass 
slidinu door to balcony. All 
this for only $46,‘X)0. 
Trades considered. 
I■inancing avaiiabie to 
(liialified parebascr.
SIDNEY
I'timily accommodation for 
only $.36,600, Townhouse, 
with llitcc bdrms, and 1'/j 
baih.s, goiHl storage ttrea, 
fenced yard, with southwest 
exposure, ,
HANDYMAN SPECI AL 
$33,500 will buy this 2 
bdrm. home in Sidney only 
2 blocks from Beacon Ave. 








Immaculate family home, 
level well landscaped lot 
fully fenced. Three 
bedrooms with master 
ensuite, finished workshop, 
games room, large utility 
room. Bright sunny 







TYRELL'S GARDEN SERVICE early 
spring garden service, pruning truit 
trees and hedges. Bark mulch in* 
slallation. full lawn renovating. 
General yard clean-up. Coll doy or 






Again available for 
Sidney and surrounding 
district. Good Work­
manship at reasonable 
prices.
Also excellent crews 
available for larger jobs.
656-3297
8938 HARO PARK 
TERRACE
ENJOY superb views of 
Sidney, the Gulf Islands, 
and Mt. Baker from this 
charming 3 bedroom, one 
level home in beautiful 
Dean Park Estates. 
Sparing ceilings, indirect 
lighting, built in vacuum 
system and a very at­
tractive low interest 
mortgage are only some of 
the reasons you should .see 
this home, Why not drive 
by and then call us.
NEAR THE SEA
Beautiful .9 acre wooded property 
south-west sunny exposure with 
quiet seclusion, but not isolated — 
close to warm beach swimming and 
good fishing — very well built and 
cared for home just seven years old 
— with roofed sun porch — A bdrms, 
2 bathrms., den, family room with 
brick fireplace, recreation room, 






T.L. Mann & Assoc.
59B-5144
tf
BRENTWOOD AREA: T have clients 
looking for o retirement home in your 
area up to $100,000. Purchasers 
would consider renting back for a 
year. Joan Fraser 479-6663 — Royal 
Trust 477-0191. 8
JUST LISTED 
Immaculate home, living 
room, with fireplace bn-J 
in.side wall. Dining room, 
kitchen area.
Bath and ‘/2; rec roorii, full 
basement. Sundeck; Ian-: 
dscapeci, 6 years; old. 
Within walking distahee to 
downtown Sidney; , r;/
PRICED At $47,900 
Small older one bedroom, 
no step home, situated in 
Sidney. Large garage or 
workshop in yard. A must 
to view inside. Gall us now.
OPPORTUNITY IS 
KNOCKING 
Small lucrative business for 
sale. Low investment. Well 
c.stablished, Exceptional 
potential for future 
development. For more 
detailed information call us 
now. ‘
NEW RESTAURANT and three rented 
houses, approximately 3'/j ocres. 
Pub license applied for: • South 
Slocan, B.C. NEW APARTMENTS: one 
- 36 suite - Dawson Creek: one - 21 
suite - Burns Lake. Completion date - 
Morch 1980. One - 40 unit ond one • 
30 unit townhouse in Mockenzie. Two 
• 14 unit aportmenij Fort St. John. 
The Permanent, 701 West Georgia 
St.. Vancouver. B.C. V7Y1C6. Abe 
Wiebe or Jay Collins. Phone 682-6611 
collect. 7
PORTABLE YUKON GOLD MINING 
' PLANT, 350 tons per hour; gold 
concentrator recovering gold as fine 
os dust; '67 D9G. Phone B23-6491. . 7
HANDYMAN SMALL APPLIANCES 
leaky faucets, broken cord ends. etc. 
No job too small. Fair prices. George 
McConnell 9812 Resthaven Drive. 
656-7670. 7
MISC. F08 SALE FESSOHALS
CARPET. Iver-grey. finely woven 
thick cotton pile, 11x12. $45. 656- 
3020. 7
ONE G.E. FRIDGE. $90; one hide-a- 
bod. $25; Phone 656*7581. 7
FOR SALE: hand mode Yamoho GC- 
6D classical guitar. New cost In 
excess of $400. Asking $300. Phone 
652-4752. If
DIVORCEI $100 + filing fees. We 
propore your divorce papers over the 
phone - fast. For more information 
coll THE LAW SHOPPE of JACK D. 
JAMES. M.B.A., LLB. toll-free 112- 
800-663-3035 (in Vancouver area coll 
687-2442). Chorgox and Master- 
charge welcomed. 38*tf
T.V. 23" block and white Zenith with 
stand. 652-1746. 7
MISS. WASTED
INCORPORATE) $200 plus filing fees. 
Incorporate yourself • fast - oyer the 
telephone. Our forms and typing 
services ore lawyer approved. Coll 
belt Counsel Services toll free 112- 
800-663-3035. Chargex and 
Mostorchorqe approved. 47-tf
RUbBAGE. GARBAGE HAULED.
BasoiTienf and cleon-up jobs. Phone 
37.tf‘‘52-4035.
HUMMEL FIGURES and plates: Royot 
Dalton Figures ond Toby Jugs also 
Militaria Swords. Bayonets. Badges* 
ond Medals. 383 0405; 386-0911. 18-tf
WANTED: Sailing dinghy 
and jib. Phone 652-4752.
with main 
tf
lAW CENTRE — LEGAL AID CLINIC,
Mondays, 1:45 to 4:30 p.m. 
Appointments only. Phone 656-1247 
30-tl
NEW G.M. CAR SEATS lor rent at very 
reasonable rote. Infant and child 
sizes available. Contact Victoria 
Joycettes at 592-9502 or 479-4971. 7
NOTICS
SAVE ON HEATING COST! Custom 
made aluminum inside and outside 
storm windows mode ond inslolled ot 
reasonable prices. Free estimates. 
Call Steve Larkey construction. 656- 
5819. 8
GUTTERS RENEWED. Continuous 
seamless aluminum gutters and 
downpipes. Olde Country tradesmeri. 
Pensioners discount. No answer after 
3:30 p.m. 478-3798. 9
NO JOB TO SMALL. Young carpenter 
willing to do fences, sundecks. 
renovations, pointing etc. All work 
guaronteed. Phone Ron 656-0287 or 
656-3625. 8
SPEEDY GARDEN SERVICE. Good 
reliable work. Ploose call alter 4 p.m. 
656-6859. tf
HELP! S.T.A.G. Chefs Club 
desperately needs a donation of a 
stove or somebody handy to repair 
the old one. Phone 656-0134 . 7
HOME SERVICES S ’ 













Owner Will' Dorman gives 
personal attention to all- 
orders. Phone 656-4754
IF YOU ARE THINKING ol selling your 
wolerfrent property in Sidney but 
don't want to move, coll us at 383- 
4263. We are transferred East and 
will buy now but won't need oc­
cupancy for a few years, 8
that on
application will be mode to the 
Director of Vital Statistics for a 
change of name, pursuant to the 
provisions of the "Change of Name 
Act," by me:— Fernando Martins De 
Oliveira of 2143 Brethour Parkway in 
the Town of Sidney, in the Province of 
British Columbia as follows: To 
change my name from Fernando 
Martins De Oliveira to Fernando 
Martins. My wife's name from Mario 
Margorida Correio De Oliveira to 
Mario Margorido Martins. My minor 
unmarried child's (children’s) name 
from Ana Paula Da Silva Martins De 
Oliveiro to Ana Paula Martins. Doted 














Titc largest one stop 
!d|iiipnienl Rental Yard on 
I lie .Saanicli .Peninsula. 
Aiilliori/ed dealer for 
I'GRG, l.AWNBOY and 
SNAPPFR::
Wc repair all makes.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
GOLD BAR WINNER of tho Sidney ond 
Peninsulo Kiwanis was Doug Lang of 
Vancouver. B.C. We wish to thank all 
people who participated. Funds will 
be used within the community. 9
COMIMO EVENTS
Sidney's Bantam 'B' hockey club, Harvey's Sporting Goods 





FOR A RESPONSIBLE COUPLEonly Pat 
Boy. 2-acre woierfrbnt home with or 
without furniture. ..’Two bedrooms, 
available now $450 • $500.





/; J Wa r-rjiniiiy i.;
Servioe Gcntreb, ■
CASSINO NIGHT 




TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX, fridge, and 
stove. Heat and light included. No 
pels. Must have reference. $350 per 
month. Phono656-4066. 9
ONLY ONE LEFT 
Strata duplex lot with 
double services. Payed 
sirccis and curbs. Almost 
10,000 sq. ft. level, partial 
.scavievv. Priced at $35,S(X). 
M.L.S.
WANTED 
A home of unusual design 
on Vi acre or more. If you 
liavc siicli a liome and are
considering selling I have 

















2444 Bcncon Ave. 
Sidney. B.C. 65(5-1154 
M.L.S. UEAI.TOBS
WAIKIKI ■ one bdrm. suite lor rent. 
Toslelully lurnlshed, good location, 
reasonable rote. Adults Mrs. J.M. 
Burnett. #306 - 444 West 49th Ave., 





10,000 sq. ft. $2.50 sq. ft. 
triple net. Phone 656-3154.
KEYWARD INDUSTRIES 
WARREN HOLDINGS 





SIDNEY -• BcHholur $245 $775: ono 
Ijorlrootn and doit $360'$3fK1. OniL 
bodiooni dttn ond lull $<I00$4I0, 2 
hodiooin $395. 2 hodiotYiit ond loll 
ShUiO, lnili)do6: wall ‘ svcill, drnpin*, 
hoi wntoi, rnhlo, pciiking Nucir 
nhoppiim. bus irhooU, Childion 
oanpUKi, fto (H)l*i 656 3010. , SOll
LOCAL CONTRACTOR REQUIRES W)0.
Ml, It, of nhop aioM in North or 
rnnliolSniiniih 656 I/OH, ' ll
QUIET MATURE MAN wUhoul pnU 
riiqyif'** IhiwO'fowH^
hoLiHik«iH’*lii9 In tho SIdnoy
tiroa. ai noon ai ponilblOt 656 7725 
Rin. 50*11
IB YRS. OLD COLLEGE STUDENT
wishes to do gardening and odd jobs 
Saturday and Sundoy, or 'any time 
after4 p.m. Ask for Mike. 656-4139. 7
HOUSECLEANING done by mature, 
honest, abstaining woman. Sidney 
area. $4 per hour. Ref. available. 
656-5861. 7
ST. ANDREWS A.C.W. FRIENDSHIP 
TEA to be held , March 15lh at 
Margaret Vaughon-BIrch Hall, 2-4 
' p.m. • 1
WILL DO HOUSECLEANING In Sidney 
area. 656-5695. 8
OOOKSI B.C.’s Lowoit Price*I Pre­
hung Inferior. $19.90; solid exterior 
pre-hung, $59; panelled doors, $39; 
closet , bi-folds, $13.90; deadbolt 
locks, $9,90. Canada's largest 
selection. Write or phono for further 
information. Walker Door Ltd., 1366 
S.W. Marine Dr..'Vancouver V6P 5Z9 
(phone 266-7211) , or 1589 Garden 
Ave., North Vancouver V7P 3A5 
(phono 985-9714). tf
ECKANKAR SOCIETY is presenting 
Mrs. Jan Whitman, introductory 
speaker, Panoramic Leisure Centre 
Upstairs Lounge. February 13th, 7:30 
p.m. Everyone welcome, 7
A stiffening of standard 
for scholarship students has 




HELP WANTED FIREWOODS • cut to order. Cedar posts and rails. Select tree falling. 
Phono 656-4213. - tf
LADIES AND GbNUEMEN, pan ntu. 
lull lime holp noodod in Sidnny and 
Breniwood Area. Earn obosu 
avoraqo wages. Phono-178^9566. 24- 
ll
SOUTHEASTERN B.C. FLOWERSHOP
requires person wil.li retail ex- 
poflonco to take charge. Design 
experience a definite asset. Salary 
open. Apply Box 345, c/o Valley 
Eclio, P.O, Box 70, Invormoro, B.C. 
VOAIKO. 7
1,000,000 SQUARE FEET beautiful 
Indushlal Fiberglass panels.' Special 
volume price to ovoryono. Panels for: 
roofing, siding, potlos, additions, 
leisure homos, barns, storage 
buildings, (encos. Cbinoboard for: 
cow parlors, moat and food 
production, hygienic areas. 101 uses. ^ 
Phone now for best selection, 
NUFAB, 530-6201. 22470 Fraser High- 
wav. Lanqloy, V3A4P6. 7
FULLBLOOD SIMMENTAL BULLS 9 to
14 months old. sons ol' top series. 
Contact Carl Pottorson, Fraser 
■Valley Simmentol Ranch, 43072 
Kollh-Wllson Road, Sardis, B.C. VOX 
.lYO. Phone 823-4575. 7
CKC REGISTERED laborodor pups, 
blocks & yellows, have had shots, 
wormed and dew claws removed, 
337-0367, (Courtenay). (7)
NEEDLECRAFT opportunity, bo 
creotivo, earn oxtro Income 
demonstrating noodlocraft. Our 
beautiful kits are fun to demonstrate 
and easy to soil. Free hostess gills 
and no delivoriot. For more in- 
formolion call Sheryl at 478-48.18. 8
BUS. OFFORTUNITV
SELIING ON MONDAY, February 25lh 
ol 1 p.m, at llio 7lh annual Sum- 
morsol • Llnd.ay R.C.L, production 
salo; Didebury, Alta. 36 • 2 ynar old 
bulls, 36 • bred (omol«s. Phono (403) 
335-4235. (7)
ORAY, James Harrison (Horry), C,D, 
(Lt.-Col. , ret. Royal Canadian 
Dragoons) at Toronto Woslern 
Hospital on Saturday February 9. 
1980, in his 60th yoar. Survived by his 
wife Edith, daughters Jane ond Edlo, 
sister Patricia (Mrs. Vincent Farr) ot 
Port Hope, Ontario, ond brother Noil 
of Ottawa, Since his retirement from 
tho service ttarry has boon employed 
with the Ministry of Health, 
Govornmont of Ontario. Sorvico was 
hold at Iho Chapel ol Mount PloeisanI 
Crornalorlum at 3 o'clock on Tuesday 
aflornoon, February 12, 1980,
Donallons to Iho Canadian Cancer 
Society In lieu ol llowors please. 7
CAREER OPPORTUNITY In Circulation 
doporlmoni ol growing dally 
nowspapitr. Experlonco prnlorrod, 
oxcelloni benollls, good future, 
Apply to; Bob McKenzie, Nanolma 
Dally rroo Press, Do* 69, Nanaimo, 
B.C, V9R5K5, 7
CARIBOO lOWBED SERVICE FOR SALE
with equipment, H-plolo and good 
running rights. Good potential lor 
expansion. Apply Box 4016 Quosnol 
B C. V2J not Phono 992-7175 or 992- 
56lfl. 8
CHICKS - brown egg layers, while 
logliorns, while rocks, order early 
ship anywhere, Napior Chick Solos, 
6743 . 216lh SI,. Box 59, Milner, B,C, 
VOX ITO. 534-7222, tl
INTERESTING RETAIL SALES poslllon 
requiring o soles potion taailotnalo 
bolwoon two spocinlity shops, one In 
Sidney and one In Breniwood Boy. 
Schodijlod part time plus some 
holldoy rolUil, 40 to 50 hours pm 
month Including six hours every | 
other Sundoy. Call 652-3611, 7
OFFICE, SCHOOL SUPPLY, 
STATIONERY BUSINESS including 3 
'.toi.iy huilHmg, 1979 Gross Solos 
$101,500, Owner will consider 
coriylnd morlgogo. Write Do* 384 
Golden 11,C. VOA IHO, Phono 344- 
M)4, 7
LIVESTOCK FOR SALE. Jersey short 
horn cross, lomlly milk cow. 652- 
122 K 7
WANTED FOR STUD small mole
cockopoo, sponlol or pcodlo os soon 
OS possible. 656-)577 oiler 5:00 p.m,
.7,
SPICER - On February 3, 1980, Mr. 
Arlbur George Splcor, ugedBI yoors, 
born In England, loto rosidonco. 5411 
Fowler Rood, Ho leovns his son, 
Horold, Saonich, B.C,; grond- 
dnughlots Colleen lomborio. Vic­
toria. B.C. anil Dortono Lindsey, 
Vonrouver, B.C, Privet., fumily 
service on Monday, Februory It, 
19110, Arrongomonl* by the Sonds 
Funeral Chapel ol Roses, Skinoy, B.C.
7
provincial ministry of 
education and Saanich 
school board has decided to 
write to the ministry ex- 
pre.ssing concern at the 
change,s.
District superintendent 
Don Smyth said Monday 
night he felt the 
“examinations of rigorous 
quality” which will now be 
a hallmark of scholarship 
competition may not be fair 
to smaller schools and 
school districts which do 
not have access to some 
areas of education available 
to urban schools.
‘‘I am not quite sure just 
wliat tliey mean by rigorous 
examinations,” Smyth said.
In a news release it was 
pointed out that grade 12 
students who successfully 
write tlic B.C. Government 
.scliolarsliip c.xamination.s 
will not be required to enrol 
williin two years at a post- 
secondary institution before 
bceoming eligible for the
B39 DARDRC GREENE, Aypholl Plant, 
40 50 IPH. , Cqmpipio, *coIb», 
cprmtdm 2 lollori, payor, Lorvlco 
liu<;k», Wnyno Knlrit Bo* 1033, 
Crmpon, B.C, VOIl IC.0, IMiono 438- 
•1911. 7
LOST 0 FOtlHD
tO$Ti Chlldntiu blond# tom col with 
cctllor, Vldnlly Boron Doy Molol, Coll 
Mary ol 656-55,17 ond ovitnlngi 656- 
53 53 , 7
PERSON NEEDED (or »moll hoidwori. 
Lloro, SIdnoy oroo, Mondoy lo Friday. 
S lo 9 p,m. Suit yoml-rotifod or 
riillrod portoii. Phono Chrii.linii 656- 
,563 3. i 7
BURNS LAKE ■ FAMILY RESTAURANT,
good vohmio, llcnimtd, CxcolInnI 
Innio In tihopping ploro. Ownori 
lohrlng. $1.53,000. Prlyalo »alo. Coll 
692-3507, Burn* Inko or 224.5949 
Voncouvm, ' 7
Obituaries
• Crossword Courtesy Of
THE BOOKWORM





family wrouiwu 3 OH 4 UCOHOOM
Ikuh*«* lor April l oi t»nnfiDr I’mimfol 
1 yi, tH lmt*i, I’lolor Sliinuy N' 




Ccniially loc.aicd, Citlly 
;.crv.iLtil, . Zdiicvl' 'l'u|, ,l;i
lowiiluHise or upartment 
imiis.7Vii>7i('*/29/.^«a //
I’ la!«t c r i n g, St u c c t.i, 
Drywall, Textured ceilings. 
Renovations ottr speciality. 
Call Dob or Him' 656-2462 
iH'iweon gDO a.m, ami ODO 
a.m. week days only. 7
,1,Mnt,T miAM' I
Uitiihit t.j'Mtq '. nlt.0 quMlnn' dtn kit* 
C,i)l| ttkii 111', Vnutrm b'y, 1595 rihm 5 
P■ ; 10 ll
TWO CITATION KITCHEN CABINETS,
.16*22. Doof« (Kich nldn, $50 uochi 
Itool o-viint holhioorn t,oiling Inn, 
$40; ()la«» door lint icitmn, 160: 
Ihfirmoponn glor.i, 70*34, $50, hluo 
lloiol dropoi, I2'«04" linird, runom 
mndit, H25,656-7507, __ __ 7
wi'iriNOMOUSE PHlboi o'lid'iiovo, 
$75 doth, 656-2471, 7
EARN A SECOND INCOME, Loom 
iiiromo In* prnparolion til homo. For 
Irnn hrnthui 0 writs u tt R To* Scliool, 
1345 I'untbino llwy,, Wiiinipog, Mon, 
H“_2II6, No ohllgollon. 7
WORKABLE OOtO SILVER PROPERTY
to Immi on loyolty inriiH onywhmil, 
D.,C., Yukon, Expmlmiciid, Hovo own 
iir|iilpimini, Lttop phomi numbor or 
wriln Do* 406, LIIIodoI, B.C, VOK 1 VO, 
to
LEARN TO dOLF ol horn# with lhr«« 
hoiin rd (inn holl Inch color vidoo 
lopii, InLltuclIoit U by Jock Wmlovitr 
ono o( Cnnodd'i bml golf limrudork, 
Tolol com ll $265 ploi 10*. Inquirn 
Mollyhilli OoK Couriu, Bo* 415 
I'toKit lokn, B,C, VOJ ISO I'honnbY'v. 
MSB.: 7
Iloihlng end hghli pownrnd 300 hnun 
by inploioahlxi vvpith ballmy, ol 
fnchvn fiiiiti of lolii ipnclly 2,5 or 3,5 
ini-hoi. $0,95 (0 Bo« 399, Gong#*, 
B.C, VOS IEO, 7
MEDICAL IttSTEEMEIITS
JUST ARRIVED o n«w ihlpmonl ol 
lino iiimnnnbly pil(,»a (pillori lot Ihn 
»lud#nl If,: yy„r lomlly, Old mock 
guiioti Ifom $64,95, Lonti Copelond 
Muilr Ciinir# 7174A W, Soonich 
Hnad, Btimlwond Boy, 652*4519, ; '7
rERSOHALS
ADAMS "• Mdrgorni Jotnphlno (non 
Blown) ul SIdmiy, B,C,,.pi»ar,Mlully ol 
Soonich Poitln»ulo Hoipllol on 
Fohriinry B, 1900, In hitr V3rd y»ar, 
PfudocuoitBd hy hue huibond Elm»i In 
1965. SurvIvnd by two loni, Jam#i E,, 
Raglrio, Gnorgn W,, Vlcloclo; ihruo 
douqhimi, Mri. C, Holl (H«l#n). 
Sidnoy, 0,C., Mri, Don Routku 
(Ornco), Vlclorio, ond Mn. Bob 
Wllion (Elltobnih), Wlilliihof*#, 
Yukon: lourlonn aronrichlldriin; 27 
grnol ornndchlldrnhi olin thrnn 
iimnri, Mr*. B, Riluy (tnlo), Campbell 
RIvor, Mr», Gludyi McToggord. Oull 
Loke, 5o*knl(:h«won, and Mn. Cloro 
l.olng, Regitto, Soikaichewon; 
nephnwi and nliicei, Pilvitle lomlly 
lorvk#, Rev.R.A, Soniom oHIclolIng. 
Cremcilloni, Floweri groielully 
dncllned. Oonnllotn moy b« mod# lo 
ill# B.C. Hoort loimdoilon, 
Atittngnmoitti through lh» Memorial 
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1973 WABCO R«t Motor Oriider, IIV 
71 GM, 250 h p , bin riihher, Inn 
wing, low hourii ■ Wuwtnol .$42,000., 
1975 CAT EJtIK, ripper origl# hind# or 
V blodo, 60% UrC. fully ontlomid cob 
Print* {Uorg* $93,500, 1974 91)0, 
ROPI cob WElbCO Offjppl*, good 
ita/hui, guing ihiuugli *11191 * Von* 
couver ■ $67,500, 197.1 MOUNTAIN 
LCtOCIR *Kldfl*l, lout l« (hart*# 
tram, oil low houri, •xcttlltni (on, 
ihhnn Vnh((Hiv«(. KoiiiUk^.ji, 
Crnnbrnrik . $34,600 *(»th Phon# 
;'I74*?446 Of 853*09*43, 7
U YEAR OLD GIRL living on Aidw*ll 
In Si(ln((y riiquii#* dolly rlil# lo ond, 
hniTi Hllhild# Mnll, lo nrrlvn ol fl 30 
0 in.i linuhn* ol 4,30 pm. No 
iKihiiihiyi. Vvill liulp with go», I’lwtimr 
(ihem«656 661,1, . 7
MRI. JACEA, pitythu, («o(S#r In .iorol 
ond PflImi. Writ# prqbl*rn« ond lull 
(lot# ol birth With $in m**26:i1 Tint 
Hmlinq* !ilrf*«i, Vnn(miv#f, B.C. V5K, 
126, Chon* 255 7
MRI, JlStIt CAROLYN IKINNili," iot#
r«ild»nr« 203-2360 , Henry Av»,, 
Sidn»y, Aged flt, Doin In Knntucky, 
U S A, Pr».(l«c<ifi*BH by h*r huibtmd 
Boiley ond l#ov«n kon Robin ol 
Sidney qinnaai./j^hio,. rnir.ljn, 
lilt## mm*r» ond on# brolhor, Th# 
«»ivl(* wn* held on Wed, |3th.
Artoiiq«rn«nl»liy $«nd»,
lAAN, PTNINIUIA GUIDANCE 
ASSOCIATION *»tvi,»* lor lh«
lainily. itidividuni, tiiornogii ondIfiiv.ih ,*.',.***',,|| I y 156 124’,. ?4tc
Sii’lnfiy Avf». i.IawnMol'i). . *, ll
T'AYLOIti III ‘Vuiii,uuv#i, u,L,, on
Jonuarv 3l.i. l9ito. Me, Doroihy 
Toylor, widow b( Roberl Normnn 
Toyiljf, bod b#fto o of
Vnnrniivnr fir tlnrnlK.a lofrti#ay 
























$1,0(X) awards which go to 
the top candidates.
‘‘The ministry is now 
going back to the pre-1973 
concept that scholarships 
were designed to recognize 
excellence and at the same 
time encourage good 
students to pursue post­
secondary education,” the 
news release said.
There were 938 
scholarship winners in 
1979.
In other business:
•An evaluation of a 
special project in French 
language instruction for 
grade 5 students, 
authorized last year by 
Saanich school board as 
well as a French immersion 
project for kindergarten 
and Grade 1, authorized 
recently, will be evaluated 
by Dr. R, Roy, professor of 
modern languages, 
University of British 
Columbia.
Tru.stces authorized the 
cvaliinlion wliich is required 
by any French hingungc 
project partially financed 
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The Bnimobllc was in 
Sidney Wednesday, 
Thursday and Friday of last 
week, and ns n rc.siilt eight 
persons were charged with 
impaired driving and 
anotlier six handed roadside 
suspensions,
A stubborn vending 
machine at Parkland school 
thwarted thieves over the 
weekend, 'thieves broke 
into the .school In on at­
tempt to get cash from the 
machine and though the 
machine was extensively 
damaged, came away 
empty-handed.
RCMP were quick lo 
recover a stolen ouibonrd 
motor from a Piers Island 
residence lust week. Report 
of the theft came In Feb. 4 
and before Ihc day was out, 
the motor had been 
recovered and returned to 
Ihc owner.
Shoppcr.s’ Drug Mart 
reported three fihopllftcrs to 
police m a single week,



















All typos of brick and block work, 
new llroplocos or repair your old 




Hour or by Contract. 











PATCHING specialists' - PRICE
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Renovations - Concrete 



















j finishing carpentry, ■ 
I cabinets and built-ins, j 
j rumpus rooms, rcpair.s, I 
I nddiiian.s — no job too | 
I small. I
















8 30 5 00 Saturday
656-2514- .
Full References
•22 years plumbing 
e.xperience in B.C. 




























“Big or small 
we will do them all”




















, ■ Availoble After
; Regular Hours 





ROY’S ALLHAY MAUINLSI'RVICKS LTD. 
10134 McDonald Park Rd.
656-7023
, tnd&wTSi
FACTORY AUniORI/LD RLPAIU SIIOI* 
O.M.C. STLItN DRIVi: - JOHNSON AND 
LVINRUDi: OUTBOARDS. MDRCRUISFR 
STKUNDRIVi;.




















A & B BOAT TOPS
Complolo Hofit UphoUlory 
Convo* flool Topi 
Comp«rCu»hloni 
Rapolri














Fence Posts, Digging, 50 
















CONTRA CTING L TD.
Specialising in ’





BACK FILLING— LOADING 
SEPTICTANKS 
■ FILTERBEDS
SEWER STORM DRAINS 
WATERLINES















and Tractor Service 
Rotovatingfe Levelling 






















2068 Henry Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.





Governmont certified technician 
with 35 years experience in 

















24.t2 lli'iiiTMi, Sidney 
656-7141




i f BACKHOE ^ 
I WOltK I
I YCA T WORK I 
I •TRUCKING D
r ■■ "■ ■ ^
I “No Job too large u 
g orloiifiinair' |
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• FELTING• oNsuarr AspEciAi.Tv
• ADJUSTS VOICEHAMMLUS
ACTION A SOUND SniWICIiTO 
PUBI.IC - TLACHHRS,
.SCHOUl. Ol MU.SiC, Ci.UH.SA; C HIJKC MLS 
69.S0 WAI.LAC i; im., BRENTWOOD BAY
AJ'AX HOME and 
OFFICE CLEANERS





































To Leather & Suede 
























Fui'imccs, . Firep 
Duct work. Chimneys, 







Mnn'i • ladl*l < r;hlldi*ni 
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lOili
Accountants
WHY NOT TRY THE AFFORDABLE
BEST'i*
ACCOUNTANT




(Porsonol & Corporoto) 
•Payroll
















Carpet & Upholstery Cleaning
Through Steam Extraction 







COMPLETE BOILER REPAIRS ! 
FABRICATING S WELDING 
GOVERNMENT APPROVED 
. 24 HOUR SERVICE
, : P.J. HYLAND
Sidney B.C. 656-6022
SIDNEY GLASS
Marine, AutoB SofetyClatt 
' Window Glass • Mirrors 
; Windshields Instolled 














9SI2 - 4lh St,, Sidney
By HELEN LANG
Recently I took a refresher course on the use of 
pesticides, and was so impressed by what the lecturer 
had to say that 1 thought I’d pass some of his warnings 
along to you.
Everyone is aware that pesticides, fungicides, 
miticides, and herbicides are dangerous, but since they 
have come into such common usage, we all tend to get a 
bit careless. This is like smoking while sitting on a box 
of dynamite — not really to be recommended!
While we, as home gardeners, will not be using vast 
amounts of any of these chemicals, we do need to 
observe some commonsense precautions to protect 
ourselves, our children, our pets, the neighbours, and 
the environment.
When you find plants that appear to be dying, or a 
poor colour, or the leaves are full of holes, or covered 
with an army of fat little bugs, take a sample leaf down 
to your friendly garden man and find out exactly what 
the problem is, and then ask for the least harmful 
chemical to treat the disorder.
Don’t send the child in to get the chemical. It is illegal 
to sell pesticides to a person under 16 years.
The safest way to get the pesticide home is to put it in 
the trunk of the car, away from any groceries you may 
be carrying at the same time. Be especially careful of 
any glass bottles.
Please, when you get the pesticide home put it in a 
safe place, away from small curious people, also away 
from heat, and removed from any seeds you will be 
planting, or from any foodstuffs. The storage cupboard 
should also be dry.
When you are ready to mix the chemical: sit down 
quietly and read the WHOLE LABEL. Then, put on a 
pair of rubber, or plastic gloves...both leather and cloth 
gloves will absorb any chemical you may accidently 
'■ spill. ‘.
Mix the chemical either outside, or in a well ventilated 
room, and hold the container below eye-level, and try 
not to inhale any fumesl
Use the EXACT amount of chemical specified on the 
label, and wash the measuring cup (spoon) immediately. 
It is no fun to come in later, to find friend husband 
cheerfully stirring his tea with the contaminated spoon!
If you do accidently spill some chemical on, say, your 
slacks take them off immediately^ Speed is essential! 
Never mind the neighbours; get out of thos6 pants! 
Wash the area where the chemical touched your• skirt ; 
with warm water and detergent,; and put ybiif slacks in 
the washing machine: to be: washed: separately: from ; 
other clothes.
Mop up any spilled chemical and put the cloth In a 
plastic bag, and into the garbage can.
xNow that you are a hervpus wreck; let’s go dufside. If 
you are going to use a hose to apply the chemical, check 
the hose connections. If there is any wind blowing yoii 
really should not spray ; with a hose; A watering can Is 
much less dangerous.
Shoo away the children, and the neighbours, and put 
the pets in the house. .
Avoid getting the chemical bn any plants other than 
the diseased ones you are attempting to treat, and be 
careful not to get any chemical in your fish pool.
When you have finished, wash out the sprayer; or 
watering can, very thoroughly, with detergent and 
water. Wash off your plastic gloves, and if you got the 
slightest bit of spray “drift”, on your skin, you should 
have a bath and vyash your hair.
When the pesticide bottle, tin, or cardboard container 
is empty, don’t throw it in the bonfire...thc fumesmay 
be letlial. Dispose of empty containers by putting them 
in plastic bags in the garbage tin,
Sometimes, chemicals are the answer to a gardening 
problem, and when used in the proper quantities, do a 
fine job. They may be, in fact, the only answer. When 
you have lo use them, please HANDLE WITH CARE!
Mr, and Mrs. Harold 
Olive, Wool.slcy, Sa,skm- 
chewan, arc guests of Mrs. 
Rita Saint Dean Park Road.
: * * *
PACIFIC
LOG HOMES L TD.
Rodney Hafer, Ottawa, 
lias been visiting hl,s father 
and inotlicr, Mr, and Mrs. 
Albert Hafer, Central 
Saanich Rd this past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim L. 
BoikI of Port Alberni were 
guests at tlie home oT the 
Mr, iiiul Mrs. James W. 
Boiul, over tlie New Year.
♦ ♦ ♦
Tinillllciiuil Lo(j Hoium,,, Y,lth n 
(JlllorOlHM
4943 Pat Bay Highway 
MI'IIRB
Mr. and Mrs. Ken 
Stunlakc spent a few days in 
Vancouver with their .son 
Roberl and family,
Mr, and Mrs, Karl Rebcr 
of Palm Springs and 
Ventura, Cal, were recent 
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Mrs, 'G. Abramson, 
Vancouver, nee Valeric 
Bate, spent a few dny.s last 
week with her parents Mr, 
and' Mrs. Walter Bale, 
Central Saanich Ruud. Mrs. 
Bale Is now recuperating at 
home following recent 
surgery at the Royal Jubilee 
HospiiaL
Mrs, W.S. Harrison, 
Blucwalcr Apts, anil Mrs, 
James W, Bond, Lochside 
Drive, Sidney, have recently 
returned from a pleasant 
vacation in New Zealand, 
Atisiralin nd Fiji.
J, Marlin is hack home In 
the John O, Anderson 
Complex, East Saanich 
Road, following a two* 
week stay at Saanich 
Peninsula Mo.spiinl.
Mr, and Mr.s. P.J. 
McGaughy and their 
daughter Pnm of 1515 
Keating Cross ‘Road, and 
Mr. and Mrs. John Dykes 
and their daughter Lliuln, 
of 4924 Old West Saanich 
Rond, spent a most en­
joyable three-week Iwllday 




l•chruary 8, 1980 - .Sid­
ney*'. Sfuiu)’ Cili/,ells’., 
Recreation CUih lias been 
given a grant of $1,328 by 
the federal New'Horizions 
program,
The money will be used
to add rilm showings to the 
present program of ac*
Uvilli.:,."''.'
Group president is Mrs. 
Leslie B, Jones, Apt. 16, 
10585 McDonald Park Rd, 
Sidney.
New Horizons is a
program of the department 
of national health and
welfare which fund* 
Rrojccis by group* of
scnlor.s cnahlioi ihem to 
remain active and involved 
ir» their communily.
MMliMiaiMilMiillllBttU


























Olympic Boneless Cry-O-Vac Vz’s C5.26 kg).. Ib.
OLYMPIC WIENERS QQ'
















Flex. 350 ml Bottle V...
BiC Disposable 
Aiisortcd Colours...... ....... .
iC !
Prices Effective 
Feb. 11 -18 and a little bit more
Wc Rkcwc the right to limit Qu.intitics. 
Saies in retail Quantities only.
ii:;!;®:!!;!
CAN ADA SAFEWAY Ll M if E D
y/j-Af ll"
